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MARYLAND ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS INSERVICE PROGRAM REPORT
Study-Demonstration Phase

Summer, 1966. The Maryland Elementary Mathematics Inservice Program
MEP) initiated the developmental phase of its work during the summer
of 1966. The work was conducted at the University of Maryland by a
summer staff consisting of the Director, two Associate Directors, one
Research Associate, two Graduate Assistants, and two Research Assistants.
The project team included two college professors in mathematics education,
the state supervisor of mathematics in Maryland, two graduate students in
mathematics education, and two elementary school teachers from the
Frederick, Maryland, public school system. A list of the staff members
is contained in Appendix A.

The unique commitment of MEMIP is to a conceptual structure whose
axioms of organization are psychological -- the organizing unit for a
set r--7 instructional materials can be reliably observable human behavior.
Efforts directed at the development and ifTle!Tlentatinn cf instructional
materials in mathematics up to the time of the MEMIP effort have ilut
specified the desired behavioral outcomes of instruction. Make no mis-
take, objectives are often stated, but these descriptions are not behav-
ioral descriptions. Furthermore, content has been the building block
for curriculum. One need 6nly csk how the decisions are made to include

exclude topics to make the case for the dominant role of content.
Content selected for "historical" reasons, or "logical" reasons, or
''practical" reasons, or "updating" reasons have dominated the organiza-
tiun of instructional materials in mathematics.

The behavioral orientation of MEMIP focuses the instructional pro-
grams unequivocally upon learner outcomes. This is not to argue that a
content organization will not also accomplish this fecusing upon the
Ilarner: it is merely an anknnwl=dgment that the psyfthological structur-
ing makes such an orientation inevitable. Once the behavioral expecta-
tions are specified, success or failure rests entirely upon whether the
learners are able to exhibit the desired behavior after instruction.
Another benefit which is realized from the behavioral description of
instructional outcomes is the potential for organizing the desi-3d
behaviors in sequences designed for the high probability acquisition by
the learners.

It is one thing to postulate that behavioral description for in-
service mathematics instruction can be constructed and quite another to
actually demonstrate such a product. Of the summer staff which began
working in 1966, only two members had ever actually constructed a behav-
ioral objective. The staff was for the most part naive as to the mechan-
ics of behavioral description, its benefits, and its proposed relation-
ship to the development of the instructional materials -- at the same
time their mathematical sophistication was more than adequate to the
proposed level of mathematical dpvpin pMento

The first task of the project was to help each staff member acquire-
the behaviors related to being able to make a behavioral description and
being able to construct a behavioral hierarchy (sequence of dependent
behaviors intended to optimize acquisition). The program for acquisition
of these behaviors was initiated by viewing and responding to a self-
instructional program on behavioral objectives. The program was presented
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in the form of a synchronized filmstrip and tape recording. A concurrent

reading assignment included Magerts
1

programmed text on preparing behav-

ioral objectives and Gagnets
2
volume on learning. As a result of this

audio-visual program and the supplementary readings, the staff members
were now able to distinguish between the description of a behavioral
objective and a non-behavioral objective. This first and simplest of the
behaviors prerequisite to beginning the development phase was acquired by
each staff member during one working session. So much for the simplest
task.

The potential use of behavioral objectives was now raised with the
staff. The expected, and obtained responses, were related to minimizing
the likelihood of misinterpretation in the intent of an objective and
providing an observer with a means of being able to identify the learners
who have successfully acquired whatever the instruction intended the
learners to acquire.

Tha behavior of being able to construct behavioral objectives -- the
basic performance which each staff member needed to perform if the project
was to succeed -- was the next behavior to be acquired by each of the
MEMIP staff. The first recognition elicited in the acquisition of the
construction behavior was to recall that performance in English is de-
scribed by means of a particular part of speech -- verbs, of course.
Hence, if behavioral objectives are to be descriptions of reliably
observable human performance, then every objective must contain a verb.
In fact, since it is performance or action which is being described, the
verb must be an active verb. The icentification of active (or action)
verbs as the principal source of performance description followed quickly
on the heels of the verb acknowledgment. At this point, the staff had
begun to actively play the "behavioral game."

But how many action verbs are there in English? Certainly there
are a finite number, since the set of action verbs is a proper subset
of the set of English words which is itself a finite set. Although the
number of action verbs is finite, it is still a rather large number. If

the purpose of behaviorally stated objectives is tJ reduce the amount of
misinterpretation by describing specific behavior, then it would be useful
to reduce the number of action verbs to a minimum collection and provide
an operational definition of each verb. An added constraint on this
reduction is that the consolidation must occur without reducing the variety
of learner behavior it is possible to include as instructional purpose.
This task was accomplished by confronting the staff with a series of
structured instructional settings. Each of the instructional segments
included: (1) providing a set of materials for each staff member,
(2) requesting each individual to exhibit some specific performance,
(3) requesting one or more additional performances using the same
materials but different verbs, (L1) asking the staff to identify and name
the verbs which initiated each of the performances they made, (5) obtain-
ing the acknowledgment that the performances exhibited were similar,
(6) listing the action verbs which could serve as behavioral synonyms for
one another, (7) operationally defining a behavioral class by selecting

/Robert F. Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives, Palo Alto:
Fearon Publishers, 1962.

aRobert M. Gagne, The Conditions of Learning, New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 17677---
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one verb as the class name for all of the behavioral synonyms listed,and (8) repeating the sequence of (1) through (7) with a new collection
of action verb synonyms.

The action verb classes of behavior developed with the staff were
adapted from the collection described by Walbesser.3 An approximationof the procedures used to develop the behavioral action verbs is de-
scribed as Sessions I and II of the Instructional Program for Teachers
found in Appendix B. The operationa. fiefinitions currently being usedby MEMIP are described on pages six through eight of Session II. Allobjectives of this project now contain one of the action verbs from
this list.

The construction of behavioral hierarchies remained the only behavior
yet to be acquired br the working staff before the development stage couldbegin, One small hierarchy was constructed by each staff member who wasfirst given six stated behavi.sral objcctives. The six vbjeetives wererelated to the description and identification of two dimensional projectionsof three dimensional objects. The intent of this activity was to illustrate
the distinction between a psychological ordering and a logical orderingof objectives.

Now the MEMIP staff was ready to begin the identification and descrip--Lion of terminal tasks for the inservice instructional program. The ques-tion which confronted the MEMIP staff at this point was what terminaltasks would have the highest yield for inservice elementary teacher in-struction. The first few discussions attempted to describe terminal taskswhich would encompass much, if not all, of the mathematical competenciesan elementary teacher should posseLs.

The staff activity at this time was devoted
three individuals) or individual effort directed
behavioral hierarchy, presentation to the entire
meetings, critical analysis of each hypothesized
in the rejection of the proposed hierarchy.

to sitall group (two or
at the construction of a
group at one of the
dependence, and termination

This strategy of exploration led to a number of specific excursions.
These excursions are best characterized by saying they were attempts toconstruct behavioral hierarchies related to the performance of specific
arithmetic operations. Although these efforts did not yield usable
hierarchies, they did provide the staff with valuable experience in con-structing behavioral descriptions and sequences of behavioral dependence.
As is so often true in an experiment, these first attempts might be termed
failures, since they did not yield behavioral hierarchies used in theprogram. These "failures", however, did pay handsome dividends. As aconsequence of these initial probings, the first terminal tasks and the
allied collection of subordinate behaviors were identified, constructed,and ordered.

The first terminal task accepted by the staff related to the presen- --tation and explanation of algorithms. This is a reasonable choice whenone considers the instructional time devoted to algorithms in theelementary grades.

3
"Science Curriculum Evaluation: Observations on a Position,"
The Science Teacher , '23234-39, February, 1966.
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A first approximation of the algorithms nierarchy was presented to

the staff late in the summer of 1966. The analysis, discussion, and
challenges that followed its first presentation put the hierarchy through
a thorough examination which led to numerous revisions. The current
working edition of the algorithms process hierarchy is presented as
Appendix C.

The terminal task of the algorithms hierarchy is actually a triple
of behaviors that the teacher will be able to exhibit after being exposed
to the algorithms instructir al sequence. The three behaviors which
constitute this terminal task represent the desired instructional output
of the subordinate behavioral sequence. This triple includes (1) demon-
strating the procedures of an algorithm as they would be carried out by a
machine, (2) constructing a convincing explanation *'or each procedure of
an algorithm which appeals to observations based upon physical situations,
and (1) constructing an explanation for each procedure of an algorithm
that appeals to agreed unon 1-111PA of the "c^n7incinE

The first of this triple of terminal task behaviors descplbes a
familiar activity of elementary teachers -- the literal demonstration of the
procedures of an algorithm with no explanation of how or why it works.
Unfortunately some instruction in algorithms at the elementary school level
never proceeds beyond this mechanical level. The second behavior describes
the activity of explaining how an algorithm works by relating the explana-
tion of each procedure to observations of physical situations. This is
another familiar activity of the elementary teacher when teaching an
algorithm. The third behavior, explaining the procedures of an algorithm
by means of rules of the convincing game, represents those behaviors more
characteristic of a contemporary mathematics curriculum with its appeal
to the field properties and mathematical structure. This third behavior
is the one whiCI the elementary teacher has most likely not acquired and
yet, in many ways, it is the most critical to successful instruction in
elementary mathematics today.

The subordinate behaviors in the algorithms hierarchy reflect this
same triple cf constructing and demonstrating behaviors, but are associated
with a particular operation within a specified number system. The final
task differs from the subordinate ones in that any algorithm could be
presented to the teacher and he would be expected to be able to exhibit
these specified behaviors without instruction.

Subordinate to the algorithms hierarchy behaviors are the convincing
game rule behaviors. The behaviors associated with the identification and
naming of the field properties are developed in the context of game rules
for two reasons. First, games provide a vehicle for identifying the prop-
erties in a setting which promotes individual investigation and immediate
application of the identified rules. Second, the departure from a formal
mathematical presentation to a game presentation reduces the "mathematical
anxiety" which often accompanies mathematical instruction for the elemen-
tary teacher. The development of the game rules are found as Sessions IV
and V in Appendix B.
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The initial development plan which was proposed and adopted by MEMIP

was first to identify the terminal tasks for the instructional materials.

The identification would then be followed by the construction of a behav-

ioral hierarchy for each terminal task. Once a hierarchy was constructed

the instructional sequence would be determined by beginning with the

least complex behaviors in the hierarchy, designing instructional materials

to help the learner acquire the specified behaviors, and repeating the pro-

cess up through the sequence until the terminal task is reached. The

instructional materials were to be selected by adoptittg existing materials

from commercially published volumes and available experimental volumes.

A collection of possible sources was > gathered as a library of resource

volumes. A partial list of these volumes are listed as Appendix D.

The search of the resource volumes has not oroven to be as useful

as was anticipated. It soon became apparent it the search for appropriate

algorithms material that little or no instructional material is provided

in the available volumes about elementary school mathematics which would

aid the elementary teacher in acquiring either of the constructing behav-

iors. What is more, little variety was found in the material devoted to

the demonstrating algorithm behavior for any of the operations specified

as the setting for the subordinate behaviors in the algorithm hierarchy.

What could be done to add the needed richness in the algorithms to be used

for instruction? This problem was resolved by expanding the search of the

literature to include historical sources (principally mathematical texts

which are not contemporary or algorithms which have historical curiosity)

and the periodical literature.

Fall Semester, 1966-J7. The field tryout phase of the pilot study was

TEITiargrairaniTEe'rall semester of the 1966-67 school year. The first

major decision to be made with respect to the field tryout phase concerned

the scope of the investigation. Two strategies were considered. One

called for the investigation of the validity of the entire algorithms

hierarchy. The seconi strategy called for the investigation of select

segments of the algorithms hierarchy. The purpose of the more limited

investigation, would be to evaluate the format of presentation and the

design of the immediate assessment measures. The staff decided to adopt

the second tactic since it possessed a variety of obvious advantages.

Perhaps the most important one was that such an investigation would permit

an adequate trial of the instructional and immediate assessment formats.

Once this step was completed it would be possible to test the validity of

the behavioral hierarchy without the confounding error of difficulties

with the instructional format.

Segments of the algorithms process hierarchy were selected as the

trial behaviors to be studied. The sections selected were the sessions

on the game rules, the acquisition of the triple of behaviors related to

the addition of whole numbers algorithms, and the acquisition of the

triple of behaviors related to the addition of integers algorithms.

The instructional decision wao made that for each algorithm triple

(the two constructing behaviors and the demonstrating behavior) two

cor the operation woulddifferent algewimuns
be Presented to the teachers

and a third algorithm for the same operation would be used as an assessment

measure.

tt

4
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The next decision to be made was concerned with the format of the

instructional material. The instructional materials could be presented
in a variety of forms, each with some advantages. After discussion and
examin&tion of various alternatives by the staff, it was decided that
the instructional materials would be written in a narrative and con-
versational form rather than the more formal textbook dialog. A second
characteristic agreed upon was that the reader would be required to
respond at various intervals. The responses would not be as frequent
as a self-instructional program, but would rather focus upon the key
decisions to be made during instruction by the learner. The advantages
of this form are two-fold: (1) the active rather than passive participa-

tion of the learner is promoted, and (2) the learner (the elementary
teacher) will be ablA te rev iv.: the arca 3f weeks or months
later with the key decisions contained instructionally in the body of the
text. These instructional materials could be used after a session had
been taught to the elementary teacher, or the instructional materials
could be used independently. Each of the sessions used in the pilot study:
are included in Appendix B as second experimental editions. Four additional
sessions are included in Appendix B as first experimental editions.

The critical involvement of behavioral description led to the decision
that the first three sessions for teachers be devoted to the description
and construction of behavioral statements, the operational definitions of
the action verbs used by the project, and the construction of behavioral
hierarchies. The rules of the convincing game are developed in the next
two sessions with the use of two games. The remainder of the sessions
for the tryout consist of the algorithms for adding whole numbers and adding
integers. For each of these operations on sets of numbers two different
algorithms are demonstrated along with the constructing of convincing ex-
planations based upon physical situations and the rules of the coninning
game. A third algorithm is then used for assessment of each operation.

An assessment of behavioral acquisition is provided after each instruc-
tional segment. These measures of behavioral acquisition involve new
materials so as to provide a change of stimulus. Direct recall of the mate-
rials in the instructional segment is not tested. The behavioral acquisition
of the learner is assessed, eince the concern is with behavioral acquisition.

The fall staff of MEMIP consisted of the summer staff and two new
graduate assistants. The two elementary teachers from Frederick met once
a week with other members of the staff before the tryout of materials.
Two classes of elementary teachers from the Frederick schools were taught
most of the pilot study materials by the two Frederick teachers who served
as project staff members. Their performance was observed by another member
of the project and a recording of various participation dimensions was
tallied, A copy of the instructional observation data sheet is included
as Appendix E. The data provided by these observations served as one
source of objective feedback which has helped to guide the revision of the
instructional materials.

Characteristics of the 28 Frederick teachers participating in the
pilot study are summarized in the following data descriptions. The median
number of semester hours of mathematics courses was 5 hours with a range
from 0 hours to 27 hours. The mathematics methods hours revealed a median



7of 2 hours and a range from 0 hours to 6 hours. Th.3 median year in whichthe last mathematics course was taken was 1964. Finally, the number ofyears of teaching experience varied from 0 years to 30 years with a medianof 8 years. The teacher data suggests that the pilot study sample ofelementary teachers was reasonably representative with the variety ofmathematics prewation and teaching experience one would encounterthroughout the State of Maryland.

The instructional materials were used in two different ways. SessionI was distributed to both groups of elementary teachers without instruction.Session II was distributed to one group without instriletion while a memberof the staff tailzht the matelial the other group. The elementaryteachers reacted much more favorably to the staff instruction.

The format of the instructional materials was also very useful for thetwo elementary teachers who taught the remaining sessions in the pilotstudy. However, the two elementary teachers also felt that it was impor-tant that the sessions be taught to them by other members of staff beforethey taught the two groups of elementary teachers.

The sessions which were assessed included those which were developedfor instruction in the following areas behavioral objectives, the gamerules, and the addition of whole numbers. The results of these assessmentsare presented in Table I. The evaluation data for the behavioral objectivessessions are interesting in that almost 80% of the teachers did acquire thebehavior of being able to distinguish between behavioral and non-behavioralobjectives, but the 20% level of acquisition suggests most teachers did notacquire the behavior of being able to construct a behavioral objective.Revisions have been made in the second experimental edition of these sessionsso as to provide additional experiences in helping the teacher to acquirethPsc nmmpetencies.

The three objectives associated with the game rules sessions are(1) being able to identify and name examples of each of the game rulesgiven the game, (2) being able to demonstrate each of the game rules bymoves from a given game, and (3) being able to construct data which supportthe presence or absence of a given game rule for a particular game. Theresults of the behavioral assessment for the first objective are reasonablyencouraging for a first trial with a 65% level of acquisition. The resultson the assessment for the second and third objectives are not as encouragingwith approximately 5% and 30% acquisition levels observed for Objectives 2and 3 respectively. These data led to the development of a second game ruleassessment in order to determine whether the tasks were not clear on thefirst measure or the low level of acquisition was actually attributable tothe failure of the teachers to acquire the desired behaviors. This secondgame rule assessment is included in Appendix B after Session V. The secondset of game rule data reports approximately 40% and 50% levels of acquisi-tion for Objectives 2 and 3. The second testing would appear to supportboth the hypotheses that the difficulty was in the failure of acquisitionand in the lack of clarity of the first measure. On the basis of thisinformation as well as the tryout feedback, it was decided to develop anew game which should enhance the acquisition of the desired behaviors.This game is included as Session IV in Appendix B.
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Objectives 1 and 2, the demonstrat_g behavior and the constructing

explanations behavior with physical situations related to whole number
addition, were attained by more than half of the teachers. This is not
unacceptable as a level of acquisition for the first trial although
revision is clearly needed. The constructing behavior related to the
application of the game rules did not meet with equivalent success. The
level of acquisition for Objective 3 was about 5% and such result can
only be described as a disaster. As anyone who has workd with elPmentary
teachers might have hypotnesi7ed, this is the most difficult of the behav-
iors for the elementary teacher to acquire and, therefore, such a result
on a first trial is not unexpected. Copies of the immediate assessment
instruments are included at the end of the appropriate sessions in
Appendix B.

The second experimental edition makes use of these behavioral
acquisition data to correct weaknesses identified in the desired behav-
ioral acquisitions intended of this collection of instructional materials.

The progress of the pilot study teachers toward acquiring the
desired behaviors of the tryorA sessions was also assessed by a terminal
measure adminieared at the final pilot study session. The presence or
absence of the behaviors described as instructional objectives for the
sample sessions was tested by means of tasks on this terminal measure.
A copy of this instrument iL included as the last item of. Appendix B.
The behavioral acquisition data for this measure is reported in Table II.
The level of acquisition for each of the behaviors was greater than 50%.
These data indicate that the teachers demonstrated substantial progress
toward acquiring the desired behaviors.
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APPENDIX A

Maryland Elementary Mathematics Inservice Program (MEMIP) Staff

Director - Dr. James Henkelman) Asst.'. Professor Mathematics and
Eftcation, University of Maryland

Associate Directors - Mr. Thomas Rowan, State Supervisor of Mathematics)
State of Maryland

Dr. Henry Walbesser, Asst. Professor Mathematics and
Education, University of Maryland

Research Associate - Dr. Robert Ashlor3k, Asst. Professor Early Childhood-
Elementary Education, University of Maryland

Research Assistants . Mrs. Sandra Shockley, Teacher, Frederick County) Maryland

Mrs. Carol Young, Teacher, Frederick County', Maryland

Research Assistants - Mr. Thomas Bennett) Graduate Assistant Mathematics
Education, University of Maryland

Mrs. Sada Chernick, Graduate Assistant Mathematics
Education, University of Maryland

Miss Arline Engel, Graduate Assistant Mathematics
Education, University of Maryland

Miss Roberta Engel, Graduate Assistant Mathematics
Education) University of Maryland

Consultants - Dr. John R. Mayor, Professor Mathematics and Education,
University of Maryland

Mathematics Education
Seminar - Mildred Cole) Marvin Cook, William Gray, Rufus Jones)

Genevieve Knight, Ilene Lasher, Ronald McKeen,
William Moody) Neil Seidl



Second Experimental Edition
APPENDIX B
SESSION I

ORIGINATING THE PROBLEM

Notes On this page you may respond by writing on the blanks provided.

Do you recall the word association game? You know, the game is played by
someone saying one word, and then you respond by saying the first word which
occurs to you.

For example, someone says table, and you would say

Write somethingg You must participate to derive maximum benefit from this
activity. Now read each of the following words and write down the first word
which occurs to you:

SUN:

KNIFE:

RED:

FREEDOM*

OBJECTIVES:

Did you say "useless" or "ambiguous" or "unimportant" in response to objec-
tives? These are common responses to the word objective.

ACTIVITY ONE

Just what purpose do statements of objectives serve? Do you use the
statements of objectives found in text books or courses of study to plan
your instructional program?

Yes or no?

Be honest now, no one is going to collect your responses. Suppose you plan
an instructional session from a teacherts corruientary which contains the usual
statements of objectives. Now suppose all the statements of objectives in
your book were eliminated, for example, by covering them with tape. How
could your instructional planning be observably affected?

Would your planning be different? Yes or no? From your responses
to the last two questions, it would appear tbat tie description of curriculum
objectives does not usually serve an instructional purpose.

There are few teachers from the inexperienced to the experienced who
would say that statements of curriculum objectives (as they are usually con-
structed) actually contribute to their planning for, or execution of, instruc-
tion. Why is this? Is it simply that objectives can serve no useful instruc-
tional purpose? Must curriculum objectives remain an instructional window
dressing or can they be translated into a functional purpose?
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You are about to participate in an instructional program which identifies
certain of the oritioal decisions needed in order to accomplish the transformation
from vague, ambiguous descriptions of objectives to instructionally functional
descriptions of objectives.

For the remainder of ,hi: ession you will be asked to respond at various
intervals by writing c e r )rise sh,:t which ycu have been provided. If you
are to acquire the competency 49,-;ected f.m this portion of the exercise, you
must respond when asked to do so in the program. Plan on responding quickly§ for
most of the tasks, plan on making a response in about fifteen seconds. It is
important that you be an active Darticipant. Be certain that you have your
response sheet and a pencil.

The object:,-; 1 of istructIon 1 materials should be stated in a clear,
unamlAguous mannt,r. Certainly there are few who would refuse to acknowledge
this as an important characteristic, applicable to all statements of curriculum
objectives. Do the statements of objectives for mathematics programs satisfy
this requirement of specificity and clarity? What if the statements of math-
ematics objectives donit meet these criteria--what is lost? For one thing,
the intended meaning of an objective may be jeopardized by a variety of inter-
pretations.

Consider the following illustration with the statement of a familiar
objective--one common to many experimental and commercial modern mathematics
curricula.

e gamer

biA t IU (..t. f't ( i c:{

4:111). y ryi ,47

whole n tAiyiLe ,

----' a '---
<.

-is

NJ LI re, erS

OWN



What characteristics would you ascribe to an instructional program in
mathematics if it is attempting to achieve this objective? Is the statement
of the objective phrased in such a manner that several other mathematics
teachers, working independently, would arrive at the same interpretation of

the meaning of this objective? Yes or no? (1)

Have you made your selection? Go ahead write down a choice!, Good/ Youwill find the correct selection on page 4, line 4, word 4.

Illustration II identifies a stated objective of numerous modern mathe-
matics programs which you are almost certain to recognize.

The leamey but I accLLIr

pprecia'on OT

5TRUCTURE ctS alcd-hernafics.

3



What activities would be necessary to a,l'hieve this objective in a mathematics
curriculum? Do you suppose other mathematics educators would identify the same
components as necessary to achieving this objective?

Respond yes or no? (2)

14

Have you made a written response? Fine'. To see if your response is acceptable
turn to page 5, line 4, word 3. Are the variety of possible interpretations for
these two objectives surprising? Not at all, when one considers their lack ofspecificity. In fact, that which is truly remarkable is the skill which curriculuminnovators ard textbook authors have demonstrated in constructing ambiguous state-
ments of objectives: Perhaps the most startling observation, however, is not the
wide-spread use of these statements, but rather that most teachers so complacentlyaccept these statements'. As teachers, we acknowledge, or at least tacitly accept,
these statements as reasonable descriptions of our goals and use them as the basis
fk: justifying the selection of certain instructional materials or the performanceof particular instructional acts. Each of these decisions is made or actionsinitiated even though there is this diverse "agreementn as to the meaning of theseobjectives. Consider the following statements of an often cited objective of
modern mathematics curriculum.

;
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What specific itetructioaal activities in mathematics would you design to
achieve this objeotive? Do you suppose other mathematics instructors would
reach a similar decision as to the meaning of this objective?

Yee or no? (3)

Come on now, make a choice. All right. When you have made your choice :add
you have written it dewm9 look on page 6 line 8, word 3 to find the acceptable.
reeponee

Certainly this gird objective is unlike the fiTst two in that it names a
particular field of study in mathematics, namely arithmetic ekills. 'However,
narrowing thq content from all of mathematics to arithmetic skills is obviously
tot an adequate solution to the interpretation dilemma. This is so beoause of
the large number of varied interpreLmtione 'Which still can be made for the mesa-
jag of the objective. inch specification is useful but is not sufficient*

The three previous illustrations suggest that the description of an objeertivi
needs to be specific if there is to be any hope of attaining uniform interlketatiano
The need for each mathematics objective to be uniformly interpretable is especialaY
important for those charged with the construction and/or implementation of sn
instructional program's objectives.

However, implementors of mathematics curricula are not alone in the acceptance
of ambiguous objeotivee. Consider this statement of a favorite objective at con-
toMporary mathematics curriculum developers.

The learner wi 11
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Now suppose you are one of four committee members charged with the taek of
independently observing students who have been exposed to instructional materials
designed to aid the learners in acquiring this objective. Further9 letis suppose
the based upon these observations9 you are to make a decision as to whether each
student you observed had or had not been successful. Does the description of the
objective in Illustration IV identify the specific performances which you would
look for it your observations?

Yes or no? (1)

Just what performances one wolad be expected to observe in learners who had
acquired a familarity with these properties is certainly not contained in the
statement of the previous objective. Therefore, the appropriate response to the
question concerning what performances you are directed to observe is an emphatic

NO.

The description of an objective must identify the observable behavior which a
learner9 Who has successfully achieved the objectives is expected to have = cqttired.
Read the objective stated in Illustration V with the purpose of identifying tilt
observable 'behaviors a student should be able to exhibit if he has achieved the
competency described by the objective.
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Are there obeervable beha7lore identified in the statement of this objective?
Are there behaviors described in a way that would enable you to separate the
successful .from the unsuccessful ones?

Yes or no? (5)

Since you
behaviors9 and
Good for you
and therefore9

decided yes, the desption does ideniafy the desired observable
you care of course, name them. Oh?t emu say you decided hoo
The statement does not contain any such performance specification
the appropriate respenae is no

The statement of e.n objective shol/16 desorbe desired learner behaviors. In
order to' be able to Interpret objeetive. these behaviors should be clearly
described The Intent of az cbjective is reliably communicated by descriptions of
observable behavior. Consider this ,eext cbjectivs in the context of how effectively
the statement communicates the desired behavior of the objective.
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8Does this objective describe the behavior to be acquired by the learner?

Yes or no? (6)

Should you need confirmation of the correctness of your response to this questionfor such an objective at this point9 your best ccQrse of action would be to omitthe remainder of the material in Session I.

Does the statement in the previovs illustration describe an environment whichrequires the presence cf a learner

Yes or no? (7)

Have you made a written response? Dongt r8ad zintil you have.

As you likely concluded already9 this :A:,jectlels description does not identifythe behaviors the learner is to aqui:r. Nc,r9 peculiarly enough9 is the learnereven necessary9 since one might describe without any learner being present.

Read the description of the objectiNe contained in Illustration VII and decidewhether the learner is necessary to the achie7ement of this objective.
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Mhat did you decide about the necessity of a learner in the achievement of this
objective? Is he necessary or is he not necessary?

( 8)

Cleraly9 a learner is necessary to the acquisition of the behaviors described in
Illustration VII. You don,t agree? Good for you. Obviously a detailed analysis
might be given even though no learner is present.

Objectives must be constructed so as to be specific descriptions of what slearner is to do or say. Only fulfilling this descriptive requirement of learner
performance can objectives become- functional for the innovator9 planner9 developer9
teacher9 and learner. Objectives must be constructed so as not to allow for the
exclusiOn of a le rner under piny interpretation.

Ambiguity is often cloaked in the garment of prestigous words. The next
illustration contains statements of objectives for modern mathematics curricula
which reflect examples of the "in" words of this deo de. The fund of ambisuous
words which frequent the pages of newer and older organization3 of instructional
materials for mathematics are legion. A few of the mosu common of these phrases
are identified in Illustration VIII together with a ringer--one 07,vase which does
not belong because it conveys specifically a desired behavior.
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Did you idenitify the phrase which does describe an observable performance?

Whinh one was it? Inl
1/471

Select one. Don't.hesitate, write it down. Nowt

Did you select "builds an understanding"? No. Good for you. Perhaps youpicked out the "appreciating" phrase, or the "feeling" phrase, or the "awareness"phrase, or the "conveys" phrase. No. Good: "Pointing to" is the appropriatechoice and should have been identified without difficulty.

Suppose a variety of three dimensional objects such as those in the nextillustration were placed in front of you.

10
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Let's suppose you have been asked to identify the cone. Would identifying
be interpreted as demanding some sort of an observable or a vague action on your

part? Observable or vague? (10)

It is an observable action of course. You might carry out the identifying by
pointing to an object, or by placing your finger on an object, or by actually
picking up an object.

Up to now we have merely examined statements of objectives as they are usually
written for mathematics curricula. The descriptions are usually ambiguous and tend
to have a large number of possible interpretations. We also have seen that a
description of an objective which is more specific must specify the performances
which the learner is expected to exhibit.

In Illustration X two objectives are described. Read them carefully and select
the description of the objective which is behavioral.
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Did you select statement or statement B? (11)

Should you have any doubt about which of these descriptions is behavioral you will
find the acceptable response on page 149 line 29 word 2 9 1st letter Of the word'.

Illustration XI suggests four verbs which might be used in the description of
behavioral objectives. Two of the verbs are aOtion verbs (which describe learner
performances) and two of them are verbs which do not describe reliably observable
performances. Select the two verbs which describe reliably observable performances.

( 12 )
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13
If you selected the words "understand" and "comprehend" you are justno$ with

it today: The two action verbs which describe reliably observable performances are
clearly "naming" and "demonstrating".

Read Illustration XII and identify the verbs which are action verbs. That is
identify those verbs which could be used in a description of reliably observable
performance.

I 1 ustiert,

Which of the words did you select? (14)

The correct choices are the last word on page 18 and the 7th word on page 6.
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14
illustration XIII contains a description of two objectives--one of the objectives

is behavioral. Identify the behavioral objective by selecting A or B.

(15)
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Did you ideitify the appreciating objective as the behavioral one? No. Good:
Obviously the demonstrating objective is the behavioral one.
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Examine Illustration XIV which contiins two descriptions of objectives.
Which of these objectives is a behavioral description of desired learner

performance? A or B? (16)

.The learner (,0111
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I suppose that you decided that neither of these were behavioral objectives.
No? 010. You made a choice that only statement A was behavioral description or that
only statement B was behavioral description. No? Good/ Did you decide both A and
B are behavioral descriptions of desired student performance? If so9 you have
acquired the behavior of being able to identify behavioral objectives.



ACTIVITY TWO

16

If you are to acquire the competency expected from this portion of the exercise,you must again respond when asked to do so. Plan on responding quickly3 for most ofthe tasks plan on making response in about 15 seconds. It is important that youcontinue to be an active participant..

What functions do behavioral objectives fulfill that non-behavior
not?

(17)

lobjectives do

Certainly the previous collection of illustrations make the point that non-behavioralobjectives tend to be ambiguous and general, while behavioral objectives seek clarityby specificity. But of what use is this specificity to the teacher? One important
instructional benefit of this specificity is th t the teacher would possess a descrip-tion of the observable behaviors all students should minimvlly be able to exhibitafter instruction.

Let's suppose for the sake of argument, you are convinced of the need to com-municate specific instructional purposes, and further that behavioral objectivesare means you have settled on for coomplishing this communication. But how do youconstruct behavioral objectives? What makes the description'of an objective
behavioral? Consider the tasks you have just performed in Activity One. Whatare the characteristics of a behavioral objective' as they were described in the

program? Name as many as you can. (18)

Is there an action identified in the description of

Yes or no? (19)

examination that each
word or phrase. What

verbs, adjectives, or

uummunicated by verbs.

...

behavioral objective?

It would seem after even the most cursory

description of a behavioral objective does cont in some action
class of words most often describes action in English--nouns9

what? (20) Of course, most often action is
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It seems rather obvious, then, that one necessary component in the description of
a behavioral objective is an action verb. Hut now just wait a minutet How many

possible ction verbs re there in English--a few or a great mzny? (21)

You could decide to use any of this large variety of action verbs. The variety
itself, however, contributes more to maintaining the ambiguity than to facilitating
clarity.

The problem would now appear to be one of reduoing the number of possible action
verbs used in the description of objectives without reducing the variety of learner
performances being called for by the objectives.

eh individu 1 has been given a number of packets of material. Spread out
the materials in packet A. You will be asked to make several performances. Carry
out each task as best you can

(1) Pick up a triangle.

Go ahead, don't be bashful, pick it up. That's bettert

(2) Now select a square.

Have you made a selection? Good

(3) Identify the ellipse.

Notice that three different action verbs were used in initiating the three
performances you made. One of the action verbs was selecting. What were the other

two action verbs? (22) and (23)

Did you write picking up and identifying? Wonderful! Do the three performances you

were asked to make have some common action characteristic? Yes or no? (24)

Of course, they dot

Why use all three of these action verbs? If behavioral objectives are to be
specific and describe observable behavior, would it seem sensible or not sensible to

use one verb in place of all three? (25)e

The sensible thing to do is to have many different, verbs describe the same action.
No, of course it's nottt The sensible thing is to agree upon one action verb and
use it. Which one of the three verbs shall we agree to use? Since it does not seem
to make much difference, let's agree to use idsiLaisa.

Identify all of the triangular regions from PacketA. Do you have them all?
Arrange the triangular regions from the one with the least area to the one with the
greatest area.

As soon as you have completed this task, identify all of tht square regions.
Order the square regions from the one with the longest side to the one with the
shortest side.

After identifying the two sets of objects, you performed two tasks. The
instruction for each involved an action verb.



One of the action verbs was rranging. Name the other action verb. (26)
18

Were the performances you exhibited alike or different? (27)

What do you conclude about the actions called for by these two

action verbs arranging and ordering? (28)

If you are re ding this before you have written a response to the last question,
you are not playing the game. Go back and try to write a response to the question.
The conclusion which seems justified is that these two action verbs are behavioral
synonyms (call for a similar action). Let's agree to use ordering whenever such a
behavior is called for in the description of a behavioral objective.

What do you call an object shaped like this (:)? (29)

What is this name of three dimensional object shaped like this

(30_ m.

Tell the number of triangles pictured here. A A A. (31)

Are the performances required by these three tasks similar or different?

/MIW
0

=r-G2:73,1116.,1T21.1.

( 3 2 ) 0

Similar, of course. What action verb would you use to describe these beh viors?

(33) Any number of different action verbs are possible
candidates. A few of these behavioral synonyms are telling, starting, calling for,
and naming. Let's agree to use naminw

Return the shapes to packet A.

The agreements about action verbs made up to now would mean that when you
describe a behavioral objective and the performance is

3, 'choosing the rectangles" you would write

1(310 the rectangles"

2. "classifying the objects from heaviest to lightest" you would say

IN(35)._
the objects from heaviest to lightest"

3. "telling the colors in this painting" you would write

( 3 6 )
the colors in this painting"

If you're reading this before you have responded to the previous four t sks9 go back
and respond. Did you writ identifying, ordering, and naming? That's a collection
of acceptable responses. Now you're really catching on

C2.71 E.:: L 1.; 41-=Z:ZZ

That' s all.
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MATERIALS ?OR SESSION I

Packet A

U felt pieces;

2 rectangles, L squares, I circle, 1 ellipse,
3 triangles
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Second Experimental Edition

At the end of our first sessions we were able to identify behavioral objectives
which describe the specific action that is desired ef the learner. We also agreed
on some of the .'ction verbs we are to use to describe a desired action. The proce-
dure today will be similar to the procedure used in our last session. Be sure to
write each response on the response sheet you have been given. Lets see how many
of the action verbs you remember from Session I.

If I asked you to pick out a pencil from a collection of different objects,

you would be (l)

Goods

the pencil. Did you say identifying?

If I required you to tell me the color of the pencil you are using9 you would

be9 (2) the color. If you said naming9 you are remembering

correctly from the last session. Goodi Keep going.

When I arrange a set of objects according to size, I am 0)

the objects. Did you use the word arranging? No Good for you. We agreed to use
the word ordering.

Today we will learn the renaining act en werd..

Take out the materials in packet B and place them on the table. Show how you
would decide which of the line segments - a or b Is longer using the rectangular
felt shape. Go ahead and do something. Now demenetrate how you would decide
whether the sheet of paper is a square by see folding prooedure. Name the action
verbs which initiate each of these perfarmaneeE.

(4) and (5) . Are these two action

verbs behavioral synonyms? Yes or no?

(6) . Of course they are. :etps agree t, use demonstra-mo.emo.

tang as the action verb for this set of behaviters.

Return the materials to packet 13? then take cut the graph from packet C and
place it on the table. The graph records data obtained on the number of ice cream
cones sold at various air temperatures. Make a predietien concerning the number
of ice cream cones which will, be sold if the temperature is 11000

(7) . Go ahead9 make some prediction.

Now examine the two vials with spheres in them. Invert the two vials and
watch what happens. Construct an explanation which accounts for the difference in

the behavior of the spheres. (8)
.01.3=131,11.

verbs which initiated each of these performancea. (9)

New name the action

11..1,....1=IM113.1211.
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and (10)

Yes or no? (11)

2

Are these two action verbs behavioral synonyms?

0 Letts agree to use the action verb

constructing in descriptions of objectives involving such behaviors. Return the

graph to packet C.

Consider the objeo:, which is in packet D. Suppose someone has a group of

objects in front of him, one of which is similar to the object you have taken from

packet D. This person is able to hear you, but cannot see you. Your task is to

identify and name as many characteristics of the object as you can. The descrip-

tion should enable the second person to identify a similar object in his collec-

tion. Start naming, (12)

If you said red and round, your description is not adequate for it fits most all

of the objects which the second person has in front of him. Add a few more char-

acteristics. If you added mass, volume, diameter, and thickness you would be
much closer to a satisfactory description.

Take the tablet in packet E and drop it in a glass of water. Observe what

happens. Describe what happened so that another individual would be able to pick
out (identify) the similar event if he were confronted with the various situations

shown in Illustration XV.

......
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What shall we call such behavior? What action verb should we use? Could we

use identifying? Yes or no?

(15) O

(14) . Or naming? les er no?

Since identifying requires the individeal to seiect an object which has been

named for him, this action, verb does net seem satisfactory. In the same way,
naming does not seem an appropriate choice sinoe the name of the object or action
which is used has been previously supplied by vemeone other than the :earner. The

distinctive characteristic of this new behavioral class is that the learner identi-
fies and names the characteristics or proleartise. More than one characteristic is
usually included, and there must be a sufficient number of these characteristics

so that a second individual will be able to Je2entily what is being diacussed.

How then shall we name this class of behaviors? Suggest a possibility?

(16) . Many cheiece could have been made. The par

ticular actin verb which seems most apprepeiate is describing. This describing
behavior invelves th- individual ieentifying a euffi=77757675er of ctarac-eeristics
of an object or eltion so that a ssicond person weal l he able to identify it with-

out having it pointed out to him.

Sometimes the behavior is the descriptioel if a particular proceaureo For
example, a procedure for findesg the speed ,f ai' object might be stated as followse

Tow fast an object elanges positlen eletzees meved per unit of tiele which can

be fvend by dividing tee distance y te

Another procedure, night be on t; dealLng with fractiens. For example, in order
to find the sum of two fractions welch have the same denominator' you add the nu-

merators for the new numerator an' keep thy:' common denominator.

The two previous paragraphs iesieriee a procedure or rare for deing something.

Could the behavior of stating proeedteres euee as these be .inscribed by naming or

identifying? If so, which one .i17)

Naming weld be used, but the statemente ef releo, such as given by the two ex-
amples, are special. For this reason it is eonvenient to (Jse,ocribe this class of

behavior by calling the category, stet ..:..g tl,e rule.

S'eppose a boy wa:?e 140 meters in eevee minutee. Now fast is the object

changing position if y

(18)

110

use the speed rule previously Cstat ed?

O Just what -lid you do to obtain the result?

tha :Teed rule. Tfesing or applying would

be the most commonly acceptable response.

Le.
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Given the fractional names 3/17 and 5/17 find the sum. The sum is

responseFor your own lallormau.t.on, the m w.Ampvmo.itto Jtm

4 3+5 8

In each of the last two tasks, would you describe your performance as

naming or demonstrating? (21) . The correct response is, of

course, demonstrating. However, since the demonstration is special, in that
it is based upon a stated rule, this behavior might warrant a separate name.
Let's agree to call these applications of stated rules, applying a rule
behavior.

Suppose you were asked to find the density of an object such as a marble.
Let's also suppose that you were told that the density of an object is found
by determining the mass of the object, the volume of the object, and finally
the quotient of mass divided by volume. This description of how the density
of an object is obtained is an example of which of the following behaviors:
identifying, constructing, stating, or applying a rule?

(22) . Since the description deals with using a procedure,

the most acceptable choice is applying a rule. Was a single rule applied,

rz was it necessary to apply more than one? (23)
MOILOINNO

Yes, more than one rule was used--in fact, three rules are stated, one each
for Mang, velemP, and quotient. Now if you are asked to eRe the three pro-
cedures to arrive at the quotient (density), what kind of behavior would it
be? Applying a rule would be too simple, since this is a sequence of three
rules, interrelated in the process of finding density. The entire behavior
might be described as a series of related applying a rule behaviors and for
this serial task performance, let's adopt the action verb interpretin*.

The agreements about action verbs made up to now mean that whenever you
describe a behavioral objective you will use one or more of the action verbs
we agreed upon, 1.1t no other.

Rewrite the following performances using our list of action verbs:

1. Telling how to get to your house.

(2)4) how to get to your house.

(Check your response with the 1st underlined word on page 3 or the
2nd underlined word on page 3.)

2. Showing how you could decide that the rock is limestone.

(25) that the rock is limestone.

(Check your response with the underlined word on page 1.)
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3. Making a definition for an action verb.

InZ1`GUI
MIN=INIMI=i11L

a defir4tio- for an nrrhinn verbs

(Check your response with the underlined word on page 2.)

4. Following a procedure for finding the product of two fractions.

(27) finding the product of two fractions*

(Check your response with the 1st underlined word on page 4 or
the underlined word on page 1.)

5. Defining a prime number as a whole number which has exactly two
different whole number factors.

(28) a prime number.

(Check your response with the 2nd underlined word on page 3 or
the 1st underlined word on page 3.)

6, Building the graph of a relation*

(29) the graph of a relation.

(Check your response with the underlined word on page 2.)

7. Identifying and naming the reasons which justify the steps in the
long division process.

(30) the long division process.

(Check your response with the 2nd underlined word on page 4.)

In performances 1, 4'and 5 two possible answers were given because the action
verb depended upon what the writer had in mind. In 1, for example, if you were
telling how you, yourself, get home, you would be describing your journey) on the
other hand, if you are giving someone a route to follow in getting to your house*
you would be stating a rule.

Occ, tonally when the identifying behavior is called for and the stimuli are

highly confusable, it is use:ill o have. a apacial action verb, Whenever this
situation arises, the action verb distinguishing is used in the behavioral descrip-
tion in the place of identifying.

Each of the action verbs we have agreed upon is described on the following
three Meets. This may prove useful as reference material for the next activity.
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DEFINITIONS OF ACTION WORDS

The action words which are used in the construction of behavioral instructional
objectives area

1. IDENTIFYING. The learner se-
lects (by pointing to, touching,
or picking up) the correct object
of a class name. For examples
Upon being asked, "Which animal
is the frog?" when presented with
a set of smal animals, the learner
is expected to respond by picking
up or clearly pointing to or
touching the frog,j if the learner
is asked to "pick up the red tri-
angle" when presented with a set
of paper cutouts representing
different shapes, he is expected
to pick up the red triangles.
This class of performances also
includes identifying object pro-
perties (such as rough, smooth,
straight, curved) and, in addi-
tion, kinds cf changes such as an
increase or decrease in size.

2. DISTINGUISHING. Identifying ob-
jects or events which are poten-
tially confusable (square, rec-
tangle), or when two contrasting
identifications (such as right,
left) arc involved.

3. CONSTRUCTING. Generating a con-
struction or drawing which iden-
tifies a designated object or set
of conditions. Examples Begin-
ning with a line segment, the re=
quest is made, "Complete this
figure so that it represents a
tri ngle."

1
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4. NAMING. Supplying the correct
niiiirrorally or in written form)
for a class of objects or events.
Examples "What is this three-
dimensional object called n Re-
sponses "A cone."

5. ORDERING. Arranging
objects or events in
in accordance with a
gory. For example:
these Laving objects
their speeds."

two or more
proper order
stated cate-
"Arrange
in order of

6. DESCRIBING. Generating and
naming all of the necessary cate-
gories of objects, object proper-
ties, or event properties, that
are relevant to the description
of a designated situation. Ex-
amples "Describe this object,"
and the observer does not limit
he r4P.Agrr'4es which may be gen-
erated by mentioning them, as in
the question "Describe the color
and shape of this object." The
learner's description is considered
sufficiently complete when there
is a probability of approximately
one that any other individual is
able to use the description to
identify the object or event.

2-1- has .4
corners w14-tet

equal ,sides
it- looks I l'ke,

lanx.



0 STATING A RULE. Makes a verbal
statement (not necessarily in
technical terms; which conveys a
rule or a principle, including
the names of the proper classes
of objects or events in their
correct order. Examples "What
is the test for determining
whether this surface is flat?"
The acceptable response requires
the mention of the application of
a straightedge, in various direc-
tions, to determine touching all
along the edge for each position.

8. APPLYING A RULE. Using a learned
principle or rule to derive an
answer to a question. The answer
may be correct identification,
the supplying of a name, or some
other kind of response. The ques-
tion is stated in such a way that
the individual must employ a ra-
tional process to arrive at the
answer. Such a process may be
simple, as "Property A is true,
property B is true, therefore
property C must be true."

9. DEMONSTRATING. Performing the op-
erations necessary to the applica-
tion of a rule or principle. Ex-
amples "Show how you would tell
whether this surface is flat."
The answer requires that the in-
dividual use a straightedge to
determine touching of the edge to
the surface at all points, and in
various directions.

10. INTERPRETING. The learner should
be able to identify objects and/
or events in terms of their con-
seqt...Jnces. There will be a set
of rules or principles always
connected with this behavior.
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Now that we have agreed upon a set of operational definitions for some

action words in the construction of behavioral objectives, let's turn our
attention to the problem of constructing a few behavioral objectives. Read

the objective in Illustration XVI.

I usty-ofi Mil'

Is the objective described in Illustration XVI behavioral? Yes or no?

(31) No, of course it is not. With the use of our agreed upon

set of verbs rewrite the non-behavioral objectives described in Illustration XVI and

make it a behavioral objective. (32)

If you have not completed rewriting the objective, do not read this section.
Go back and do it now. When you have completed the task of rewriting the objective,
read it over to see whether you haves 1) used one of the action verbs, 2) described
the situation in which the learner should exhibit this particular behavior, and
3) indicated the nature of the product the learner is to produce. Learner products
may be quite varied: a sentence, a word, a drawing, a series of check marks, etc.



10Illustration XVII contains a few of the possible descriptions of behavioralobjectives which could have been constructed from the non- behavioral objective.

The !earlier will ;devil-I:1y

1,4..otts -fens) and-
litthareis place) 1: veil a
btmerai,

The. leannev wi l i iciekiTicy

, s
place 'COY' base ei4lit-
r1Ltitylerais.

(t-StY' bv)

coo)sje
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Now examine the non-behavioial objective described in Illustration XVIII.

The /carrier wi /I

be able 4-0 le)iensure

-the J.,val LA, r

object

*1-1 I IA stectfiom wurrr

an

11

Notice that the non-behavioral objective appeals to a word which in general is
supposedly "well understood" by all teachers. When one says "measure the width
of a desk," the statement does not suffer from the same lack of specificity as
did the non-behavioral objective in the previous example. However, the objective
does suffer from the fact that it is not a description of what the learner is
asked to do. How would you recognize whether a learner had acquired this behavior?

(33) ,.,
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Notice that it is not a difficult task to translate this particular objective into

a behavioral objective. The translation could be accomplished merely by stating

what one would look for in terms of learner performance rather than in terms of the

non-performance description which the word measure conveys.

Examine the objective described in Illustration XIX.

"Me, learner
acquire a tavill
W.(41 -41e com mutative

properfy

usfrutioh MI.

Rewrite this objective so that it is behavioral.

(31L)



When you have completed the task of rewriting the objective and making it a
behavioral objective, read these next statements.

1. Did you use one of the action verbs we have agreed upon?

Yes or no? (35)

2. Is the situation in which the learner is to exhibit this

performance clearly specified? Yes or no? (36)

3, Is the nature of the output which the learner is to provide

clearly specified as well as any restrictions on that

Yes nr nn? (37)._

If you were not able to respond "Yes" -co each of the three questions, go back and

correct whatever difficulties you have identified. Does the description of the

objective in Illustration XIX identify the specific performances whIch you would

look for in your observations? Yes or no? (38)

13

Just what performances would one be expected to observe in learners who had

acquired a familiarity with commutativity? It is certainly not contained in the

statement of the previous objective. Therefore, the appropriate response to the
question concerning observable performances in the objective is an emphatic "No,

it does not identify them."
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MA.MULS FOR SESSION II

Packet B

folder containing,

felt rectangle
paper square
sheet wit. lines a and b.

Packet C

. folder containingt

Packet D

Packet E

graph - "Number of I00 Cream Cones sold

in one day"

1 alka-seltzer

2 vials -

1 containing marble and water

1 conta'..ning marble and Karo syrup



SESSION III

ACTIVITY THREE

Second Experimental Edition

Here is an example of an instructional activity. Lead it over carefully and

decide what actions describe the desired instructional outcomes.

Select two or three objects that contain the various

two-dimensional shapes. Have the children point out and

name the circles, ellipses, triangles, rectangles, and

squares for one object t a time.

Hold up the pyramid in various positions. Asks

t two-dimensional shapes cAn be seen in the pyramid?"

(Triangles, square on the base.) Have them trace the

shapes with their fingers.

Pick up the cone and let the children pick out the

shapes they see. If the children have difficulty selecting

the triangles, hold the cone next to the chalkboard and

trace its edges. When the cone is removed, 4isks "What

shape is drawn on the board?" This s.me procedure may be

helpful in identifying the rectangle that may be associated

with a cylinder.

Use our action verbs to name at least two actions which are part of this instructional

activity. (1) and (2)

Write one behavioral objective for this activity. Remember to use one of the ten

action verbs. At the end of this instructional activity the learner will be

(3)

Have you written a behavioral objective? If not, dorIRt read beyond this sentence

and go back and try; If your description of a behae4ioral objective resembles one

of the following statements, youlre on the right track.

1. Identifying and naming the following three-dimensional

shapes; sphere, cube, cylinder, pyramid, and cone.

2. Identifying and naming two dimensional shape:; that are

part of regular three dimensional shapes.

Now lets suppose you are given a description of a behavioral objective such as;

"The child should be able to name the primary colors."

What does such an objective communicate about instruction and how will you know when

you have been successful? Lets take the instructional question first, but in the

context of comparing it to another objective which said "identifying each of the

primary colors." What would be different in the instructional activity trying to



help children acquire the naming behavior as opposed to acquiring the identifying

behavior? What do you think? (4)

2

211717:ZWIT--7.7-1=r;

Write something. The important thing 13 to commit yourself. One could conclude that

the "naming objective" would have children saying the names of primry colors when

shown an object, while the "identifying objective" would probably see the children

pointing to or picking up objects having been asked something such as "Find a red

object in the roomn"

In which of the following behavioral objectives would you expect to see small

groups or individual children doing things?

(5)

1. Constructing a bar graph.

2. Ordering objects on the basis of similarity5 for example, most

like a circle, somewhat like a circle, least like a circle.

3. Demonstrating the comparison of volume of containers by determining

how many unit volumes are required to fill each of the containers.

-..=1===l5r2=0,11.1====3.770

In which ones would you expect only a teacher demonstration? (6)

If you responded that all objectives suggest small groups or individual instructional

activities, youvre with it. None of the descriptions of the be:iavioral objectives

are suggestive of only teacher demonstrations.

Occasionally, behavioral objectives are related to one another in VI t they can

be sequenced so as to construct an ordering from less complex behaviors to more com-

plex related hchaviors. For example, consider the three behavioral objectivess

(1) identifying and naming the primary and secondary colors

(2) describing an object in terms of characteristics such as

color and two dimensional shape

(3) identifying and naming common two dimensional shqms .

Which of these three behavioral objectives do you think describes the most complex

behavior? (7) 11=SOIMMII

Make a choice. The second one is correct. Are the other two behaviors related to

this more complex behavior?

Yes or no? (8)



And are the other two behaviors subordinate, less complex behaviors? Yes or no?

(9)
Is either of these subordinate to the

other? Yes or no? (10) You might imagine constructing a

diagram to show this rel tionship and it would look something like

Objective 2

Objective 1
Objective 3
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Remove the contents of packet F and place them on the table. The five

behavioral objectives represent a collection that c':in also be ordered into

several levels. Arrange the statements of the behavior = 1 objectives in an

ordering from most complex on top to least complex on the bottom. Your

instructional sequence should look like the one in Illustration XX.

ILLUSTRATION XX

Just how did you proceed with your analysis? Did you atteelpt to identify the

least complex behavior? Yes or no? (11) You say you did& Well,

most pe'ople do, the first time they try. Why not? Well, recall that one is
interested in identifying those behaviors which may need to be acquired before

attempting to acquire a complex behavior. That is, the procedure is one of trying
to identify the subordinate behaviors for a given learning task. How is one to

hunt for subordinate behaviors when the terminal task is not identified? So, it

would seem, that the most C6mplex task should he identified first. Which of these

five tasksis the most complex? 1, 2, 39 4, or 5? (12) 0

One looks like a good candidate, but lets examine the others. CertgAnly two, three

and five are not as complicated as one since only correspondence or matching of some

kind is involved. I guess that leaves only four.
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Considering th t one demands t most 99 names and four demands at most nine names

which one must be the most complex? 1 or L? (13) . Naturally thee.

acceptable response is one. Wh t must the learner b able to do before he can
acquire the behavior labeled 1? What is the next most complex behavior? 22 3,

4, or 5? (14) o Of course, four is the next most complex behavior

and a reasonable subordinate behavior to one. What is the next most complex pair
of behaviors? An examination of the three remaining possibilities suggests which
ones as the next most complex pair? ,2, or 5?

(15) and (16) . Since ordering three sets

and identifying sets with the same number of objects both require one-to-one
matching, two and five appear to be the most likely candidates. That leaves three
as the least complex behavior.

Just making these decisions, does not make the instructional sequence valid.
The sequence is a series of hypotheses.. One now tries out the sequence of
instruction and determines if it worksdoes the learner acquire the desired
behaviors if one follows the instructional sequence? Modifications are then
made in the instructional sequence on the basis of observations.

Thus, whenever all of the behaviors described in the various objectives for
a task are arranged in such an ordering and the relationships between levels are
shown, the ordering is called a behavioral hierarchy. Behavioral hierarchies are
useful in that they describe the=ga-u-orri=igreFrnent within a process. Packet G
contains the behavioral hierarchy which follows from the analysis for the tasks
described in packet F.

Suppose we were interested in providing instruction that would help a learner
acquire the most complex behavior among these fiveidentifying and naming the
number of objects in any set with zero to 99 members. Now might we proceed
instructionally? Oh% Thatfs one of the fascinating applications of behavioral
hierarchies. The behavioral hierarchies suggest one possible ins tractional path.
For those learners who did not already possess the most complex behaviors, would
we begin instruction with the least or most complex task which the learner does

rot exhibit? Least or most? (17) Q Naturally instruction would

begin by helping those learners acquire the simplest behaviors, the least complex
which they -have not already acquired. Then instructions would proceed to the next
level of complexity and so on through each of the behaviors considered prerequisite
to the final task. A rather delightful consequence of having stated each instruc-
tional task as a behavioral objective is that you can then identify when your
instruction has been successful. All that you as an instructor need to do is to
give the learner a task representative of the described behavior and then observe
whether or not the learner exhibits the desired behavior.
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MATERIALS FOR SESSION III

Packet F

Hierarchy in 5 pieces

Packet fl

Hierarchy

Packet H

List of Objectives



Construct a
activity in the
action should be

this task9 look
write the first
packet H.

description of the behavioral objectives suggested by the instructional
first three sessions. In writing these behavioral objectives9 consider-
given to the action words which were defined° When you have completed
at the statement of behavioral objectives which were used in order to

three sessions. The statement of these. behavioral objectives is in



SESSION IV

THE GAME OF SUMS

First Experimental Edition

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this session the learner should be able to

(1) identify and name examples of each of the game rules given the game,
elements: and operations of the eame.

(2) demonstrate each of the game rules using the elements and operations
from a given game.

(3) construct data which support the presence or absence of a given game
rule for a particular game.

This is a game called Sums. Any number of players could play, but welll
start with two players. The play begins with each player spinning the spinner.
The player spinning the ..argest number is first. In the event of a tie, each
player spins again. The first player then draws a card from the blue pack.
Play alternates until one player has reached the end.

If the player draws a one spin card, he spins the spinner. The player

then moves his piece the indicated number of spaces on the board.

If the player draws a one spin card, he spins the spinner, records the
result, spins the spinner again, records the second result, and combines the
two results. To combine the two results construct their sum. If their sum
is zero to nine, make the move; if the sum is ten or greater, the player moves
the number of spaces named by the units digit. For example, suppose the first

spin was 6 and the second spin was 8. Their sum is 6 + 8 or 14. Now since 14
is greater than 9, the number of spaces to move is given by the units digit or

4. So the player who spins a 6 and then an 6 would move 4 spaces.

If the player draws a three spin card, he spins the spinner, records the
result, spins the spinner a second time, records the second result, spins the
spinner a third time, records the third result, and combines the three reevilts.

To combine the results construct their sums. If their sum is zero to nine,
make the move; if the sum is ten or greater, the player moves the number of
spaces named by the units digit, which will be zero to nine. For example,

suppose the results of the three spins were 6, 9, and 7. Their sum is 6 + 9 +

7 or 22. Now since 22 is greater than 92 the nu amber of spaces to move is
given by the units digit or 2. So the player wkLo spins 6, 9, and 7 woull move
2 spaces.

If the player draws ow of the special cards from the blue pack which is
labelled "1 spin repeated twice', he spins the spinner, records the result

twice, and then combines the twc results in the same way they were combined

when a two spin card was drawn. For example, suppose the spin was 8. Now
since the sum of 8 and 8 is 16, the number of spaces to move is 6.



Another special kind of card in the blue, pack is labelled 4 spin misted

twice followed by another spin repeated ' twice." If a player draws this Gard, WO

spine the spinner and gets his essultin the same way he doss when directed to

take one spin repeated twice. Then he takes a second spin and does same

thing. Finally he combines the two results. Perhaps an example here would help.

Suppose the first spin was a 8. Since the sum of 8 and 8 is 16, the player would

record a 6. Now suppose the second spin was a 9. Since the sum of 9 and 9 is lei

the player would recordin 8. He would then combine the 6 and 8 for a move of

L spaces.

The last kind of card in the blue pack is one labelled "2 spins repeated

twice." If the player draws such a card, he spins the spinner, /loords the

result, spine the spinner again, records the second result and combines the

two results in the snore way they were combined when a two spin' card was drawn.

Then Ulla combined reault is recorded twice, and the two core-Amid results are

combined.agiin in the same way they were combined when a two spin card was drawn.

For examplet'suppose the two spins were 4 and 3. Now since the sum of 4 and 3 is

7, the 7 is recorded twice. But combining 7 and 7 we find that the number of

spaces to move is 4.

NOW PLAY THE GAME FOR AWHILE. When you land on a space on which directions

for you are written, be sure and do as you are told. If you encounter the word

identity or inverse, be sure and read the appropriate section which follows.

THIS SECTION 15 NOT TO BE READ UNT1LiONE OF THE PLAYERS MUST ADVANCE IRE

IDENTITY OR A PLAYER IS INSTRUCTED TO READ THIS SECTION.

The identity is easy to find in the game of Sums. In order to find it we

look at two spin moves. Let's say the first spin was a 4. Now is there a second

spin that is possible so that the combined number of spaces to move is still 4?

Yes or no? (1) What would the second spin be? (2)

If you wrote 9, you are oloss

spaces to move would be 3 since the sum of 4 and 9

is possible. for the second move is 0 since the sum

since the combined number of

is 13. The only number which
of 4 and 0 is 4.
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Fill in the following table and watch the way the number 0 acts.

Table I

First Spin Second Spin Result.

5 0

8 0

0 0

9 0

3 3

7 7

2 2

1 1 .

Among all the elements - 0, 1, 29 39 49 59 69 79 8, 9 - there is a second
spin which will always make the r'esult of a two spin move the same ats if the
first spin was a one spin move. We call such an element the identity. Which

is the element that appears to work out as an identity? (3)

The correct response is on page 2 , last line, word 8 . Since we can find an
identity in this game, we say that the identity game rule holds for the game of
Sums.

Now you can continue your play.

THIS SEC1TON IS NOT TO BE READ UNTIL ONE OF THE PLAYERS LANDS ON A SPACE
OR DRAWS A CARD WHICH MENTIONS THE WORD INVERSE.

Read the identity section first. Now that you have found that zero is the
identity, let's fill in some of the blanks in. Table II.

. ."'"" -..40111
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Read the identity section first. Now that you have found that zero is the

identity, let's fill in some of the blanks in Table

Table II

First Spin Second' Spin Result

3
9 7

6 4

0 I
0

9 1

2 0

0 0

5

8 0
..........

6

3 0

The responses in order should be 0, 0, 0, 0, 8, 0, 5, 2, 4, and 7. Notice

in the first four examples in Table II that the result of two spins was a move

of zero spaces. R-call that zero is the identity. Now from the other examples

were we able to PIA two spine Wall that the' result of the two spins is the identity?

Yes or no? (4) Let's try another example. If the first

spin was a 1, what would the second spin have to be in order to have the result

the identity? (5) . Since the sum of 1 and 9 is 10, the number

of spaces to move is 0 - the identity. We call 9 the inverselof 1. Can we find

an inverse for each of the elements - 0, 1, 2, 3, L, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9? Tee or no?

(6)

The inverse of;

3. is (10)

, 7 is (1)4)

Lett' systematically try them all.

0 is (7) , 1 is (8) , 2 is (9)

, 4 is (11) , 5 is (12) , 6 is (13)

, 8 iS (15)

When each element has
for the game of Rums.

s and 9 is (16)

an inverse in this game, we say that the inverse game rule holds

Now go back to the game and continue your play.



AFTER IOU HAVE PLAYED FOR A FEW MINUTES s BEGIN TO SEARCH. 7(1 MB.

TO WE FOLLOWING QUESTION&

Thera are many interesting patterns which we identify when we have played

the game awhile. Let's look at one, r .

When you sake a two spin move with 7 the first spin and 5 the eecond epinp

you recellictid the numbers and combined, Since the sum of 7 and 5 is l29 .tine

number ewes Moved was 2. How many spaces would yelt,move if the first spin

was 5 and the second spin 7? (17) .1
Surprising, isn't its Do you

suppose a 'similar observation can be made for any other pair of spins* Try a taw.

Did you find that reversing the spine always seems to give you the eamoklanit?

Yee or no? (18) . The answer is On page 2 9 line 27 9 word 1

When such a characteristic holds for all possible pair59 se say that reversibiliV

game rule holds for the game of Sums. Some people desstibeithWahatbadtsvisibastet.i.f.ti,1

as the commutative characteristic, but we will use the name reversible to rewind

us that we reversed the order of the two spine,

There is another characteristic of the two spin move which warrants a look.

Was the result of a two spin move ever a number which was not the result of a one

spin move? Yes or no? (19) The anew is on page 2 9

line 27 9 word 3 . This is thought provoking, Even thoi we take tvo spins

the result is always a move of 00 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 or 9 spaces, Wien a

game has this characteristic, we say that closure holds. Saying that the gams has

closuri would mean that combining numbers for two spin moves does not introduce any

elements which we didn't alrea4y have for one spin moves,

Let's take a look at three spin moves. Suppose the resula of three spine were.

7, 69 and 8, The result could be found this way, thinking about the first two spins

as a two spin move.

1st spin 2nd spin

7 6

3

The player would make a move of 1 space.

A" The result could be found by thinking about the second and third spins as a two

spin move,



list spin 2nd spin 3vd spin

7 6 8

1

The player would again make a move of 1 apace. Thatis interesting!, The result
is the same. Do you suppose that-ueually happens? Try some throe spins©

.s.

WYPWRidrie;,



Some people describe this particular characteristic of three spin moves se
the associative characteristic since it seems to associate two 'of the three in 6010
sortof an arrangement. Others simply call it an arranging game rule. Either of
these is a perfectly good name. For the sake of consi'tency among the various games
which we discuss and describe9 it would be useful to settle on on6 name. Let us
agree to call it the arrangi ng game rule.

Now recall those special cards with the unusual directions in the blue pack
which say - "1 ,spin repeated twice followed by another spin repeated twice" and
"2 spins repeated twice." Notice that there seems to be a curious characteristic,
of these moves. Look at the following example where the first player drew a card
Which instructed him to take'a spin repeated twice followed by another spin repeated
twice and he spun a 3 and a 9. A second player drew A card which said to take two
spins repeated twice9 and he spun.a 3 and a 9.

lst Player - 1 Spin Repeated Twice Followed by Another Spin Repeated Twice

1st Spin lA Spin Result 2nd Spin 2nd Spin Result Final
Repeated Repeated . Result

T 1 I

3 3 Nir 9 9 4 4

6
1

2nd Player - 2 Spins Repeated Twice

lst Spin 2nd Spin Result Result Repeated Final Result

5---- 9 Ni
2 2 4

Both players end up with the same move. It doesngt seem to make any difference
which card is chosen. Does this characteristic work for other spins? Try a few.



Did you find that this characteristic was always tram? Us or no? (20)

0 The answer is on page 2 line 27 word 1 0 Zabel b1 card

same seems to result in the same number of.moves when the 'tam a-04;i are the same.
Whom such a characteristic Molds in a gape, we say that repeating timtelbutive
emir moves. This psi rule involves sore than combining pumborkg it -awliwowid
repeating° Thus two operatUns are always involved with the distribonve
rule.

We have found that there are eix game rules mhich appear to hold for the emus
of Sums. List them.

(21)

(24.

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

If you can't remember the names, look back through the session for the underlined
words.
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M.A.11'.11.TATS FOR SESSION IV

Pankat A Game of Sums

1 game board
spinner (0-9) and pieces (2)

Pack of 15 cards in "Number of Spins"
pack labelled as follows:

Blue

3 each
3 each
3 each
2 each
2 each

2 each

"1 spin"
"2 spins"

"3 spin"
"1 spin repeated twice"
"1 spin repeated twice followed by another spin

repeated twice"
"2 spins repeated twice"

Pack of 15 cards in "Special" pack labelled as follows:

Hang from the Tree of Ambiguity
Enjoy Swimming in the Land of Clear Water
Get Lost in the Castle of Confusion
Advance the Inverse of 9
Retreat the Inverse of 8
Advance the Inverse of 5
Retreat the Inverse of 4
Advance the Inverse of 3
Advance the Result of 7 and 8
Retreat the Result of 6 and 9
Advance the Result of 4, 7, and 9
Retreat the Result of 2, 5, and 8
Advance the Inverse of 1
Advance the Identity
Advance the Inverse of the move you have just made

Yellow
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SESSION V

THE GAME OF FLIP THE CHIP

OBJECTIVESs

At the end of this session the learner should be able tog

(1) identify and name examples of each of the game rules given the game,
elements, and operations of the game.

(2) demonstrate each of the game rules using the elements and operations
from a given game.

(3) construct dat which support the presence or absence of a given game
mile for a particular game.

ACT ITY ONE

We are going to play the game of Flip The Chip. You s y you do not know how to
play this game? Would it help to know the elements and operations of the game?
Open packet B.

This game is played with two players one sitting to the left of the other.
Each player manipulates one piece, chip which is white on one side and brown
on the opposite side. The two players flip their chips together. The elements
of the game are the flipped chips which of course will have either a brown or a
white side which are showing. The operation of the game involves a consideration
of the pattern formed by the two flipped chips. The object of the game is to win
ten points before your opponent. Are you ready to start playing? No, what,s the
matter? Oh, I see. You don,t know how to win a point. Here is the way you can
win points. If two brown chips are showing at the end of turn, then both pl,),yers
win a wint. If two white chips are showing, then neither player wins a point.
If the chips show different colors and the right player has a brown chip showing,
then the player on the left wins a point. If the chips show different colors and
the right pl yer has a white chip showing, then the player on the right wins a
point.

If you have any trouble while playing, you may refer to the table below.

Table

Left
Player

Right
Player

Who Wins
Point

White White No One

Brown Brown Both

White Brown Left Player

Brown White Right Player



Now go Ahead and play until one pl yer wins the game. H ve you made any

observations about which player had the advantage in this game? (1)

You're absolutely correct ii you think that you have a 50/50 chance of winning a.
point!

We can say that at the end of each turn, a resultant chip was determined by
observing the color of the chips which had just been flipped. The nresultant

chip will show the same color as the color of the chip of the player who won the
point, Remembers. when both players had a white chip showing, neither player won a point,'

New, can you mme.the color of the resultant chip? (2)

The resultant chip had to be brown: When both. players had brown chips showing, both
players won a point. You can easily name the color of the resultant chip.

(3) Of course, it was brown. When the player on the right

had a brown chip showing, and the player on the left had a white chip showing, we saw
that the left player always won a point. Therefore, the resultant chip was white.

Now yor, try the fourth possibility. The player on the right has a white chip
showing the player on the left h s a brown chip showing. We observed that the

right player won a point. Now you name the color of the resultant chip.

(4) Very good: The resultant chip must be white.

Let's summarize our observations in a table.

Table 11

Left Chip Night Chip Resultant Chip

White White Brown
.

Brown Brown Brown

White Brown White

Brown Wite White

Observations of the above patterns in Table I1 should enable you to identify certain
goner lizations. For example if the right chip is brown, what color is the resultant

chip? Brown, white, the same color as the left chip, the color different from the

left chip, or can't decide? (5)

You say, you can't decide? Notice that if the right chip is brown, the resultant
chip is the same color as the left chip.

If the right chip is white, then what color is the resultant chip? Brown, white,

the same color as the left chip, the color different from that of the left chips

or can't decide? (6)
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Donut be bashful. You can observe that if the right chip is white, then the color

of the result < = rat chip is different from that of the left chip.

Now consider the task of identifying the color of the left9 right9 or resultant

chip given inform tion about two of the three chips. But first9 let's consider

certair questions related' to our previous observations.

What is the color of the resultant chip when the right chip is brown? The

resultant chip is the same color as the right chip9 the resultant chip is the

name color as the left chip9 the resultant chip is not the same color as.the

right chip9 or the resultant snip is not the same color as the left chip?

(7)

You may find it helpful to review the dat prceented in Table II.
;11

What is the color of the resultant chip when the right chip is white? Again,

it may be helpful to review the data from Table II.

(8)

Having consolidated some of your observations .About the left chip9 the right chip,

and the resultant chips consider Table IIIe Complete as many of the patterns as

you cian.

Table III

Color of
Left Chip

Color of
Right Chip

Color of
Resultant Chip

brown

white

brown

white

..........-

brown

brown

white

white

brown

white

brown

white

brown

white

brown

1

brown

The acceptable responses to the pattern in Table III reading from bottom' to top in

the table9 are whites browns brOwn2 browns browns, whites white2 brown.



Since there are only two colors for the chips, the description of what
results if the left and right are identified :nd named can now be fully described.
The characteristics of various resultant chips can be summarized by sayings

(1) If the right chip is brown, then the resultant chip is the

(same, opposite) (9) color as the left chip,

If the right chip is white, then the resultant chip is the

(same, opposite) (10) color as the left chip.

The acceptable responses are opposite for (2) and same for (1).

ACTIVITY TWO

With the set of elements for the game of Flip The Chip and the method of operating
with these elements identified, there is a subsequent task to set for oneself. The
task is one of investigating which, if any9 of the game rules hold for the game.

First, perhaps you should attempt to recall from Session IV as many of the game
rules which we have identified and named as you can.

( 4)

(15)

(16)

Your list should have included closure, reversibility, arranging, identity, inverse
and distributivity,

Let's see which of these game rules do hold in the game of Flip The Chip.
Recall that there are two spin moves in the game of Sums for which the player
arrives at the same position he started. What did we name the game rule illustrated

by these two spin moves? (17) Yes, of course, that was

was our inverse game rule. Was there also a one spin move' which accompllshed the ,same

thing? Was it a 09 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 89 or 9 move? (18)

The 0 move fits this requirement. It is a move that keeps a player in identically the
same position. This is our identity game rule. In the game rof Sums when we spin a 3
and then a 0 in a two spin move, the result of the move is the same as the result of'
a one spin move of 3.



Is there a right chip (color) which always makes the resultant chip identical

to the left chip? Yas or no? (19) o Let's see if we can find one.

Consider your performances with the tasks of Activity One. Try working with various
chips such as the patterns provided Table IV.

Table IV

Left Chip Right Chip Resultant Chip

brown

white

brown

white

The candidate for the identity is (20) . The acceptable

l'esponse is brown. Hence, the identity game rule holds in the game of Flip The Chip.

Is the game closed in some way? Does the game rule of closure apply? Yes or

no? (21) . How could you investigate this question? What does it

mean to say the closure game rule applies? (22)

Are there any resultant chips which are not brown or whitt. chips? Yes or no?

(23) Why, of course nott The only resultant chips are brown or

white. So the closure game rule applies.

How about the reversibility game rule? What would have to be true for this game

rule to hold? (2L)

If you said something like the following you are on the right track. For each color
for a left chip and each color for a right chip the resultant chip's color would have
to be the same if we reversed the left and right chips.
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So, this would need to be the cases

Left

brown

Resultant

Right

white These two would
need to be the

same

r.

Left

white

Are they the same in this case? Yes or no? (2!,;)

resultant chip in each case? (26)

Resultant

Right

brown

. What is the

The correct answer is

a white chip. Try to construct one pair with colors reversed which does not have

the same resultant chip.

Left Right

Resultant

Left Right.

Resultant

Were you able to find a pattern for which the reverse of the pattern gives a

different result? Yes or no? (27)
a=ftccalica.

Since your answer to this

question is no, what can you say abeut the reversibility game rule with some degree

of confidence? ReverSibility holds or reversibility does not hold? (L.0)

The acceptable response is reversibilitj holds,

There is a systematic way you could have investigated all the possibilities for

various color arrangements. Construct as many of the different color arrangements

M3 you can in Table V, The first example we tried is already included,.

,ll 11 '1,, I.
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Table V

Pattern
-e..,.......am...........

aismilamobbs1

Left
Color

Brown

Right Resultant
Color Color

Reverse of Pattern ......
Left Right Resultant

Color . Color Color

White I White White Brown White

There are four possible arrangements which you should have examined. Now you
can conclude without any reservations that the reversibility game rule does hold in
the game of Flip The Chip.

Now turn your attention to the arranging game rule. Does it hold in this game?
How can you investigate it? We havenvt constructed any rules for having three
people play the game. Letts try it now that we are familar with the game for two.

If we have three players9 they will sit in a row and :11 flip their chips at
the s=ime time. We will let the final resultant chip determine which players get
points. A player will get a point if his chip is the same color as the final
resultant chip. But how will we determine the color of the final resultant chip?
We will observe the pattern of the chips for the first two players and use the re-
sultant chip which the rules for two players prescribed. Then we will look at the
pattern of the resultant chip and the third playerts chip once again using the
rules set forth for two players. Here is an example. Suppose the three players
flipped the following pattern of chips. This is the way the final resultant chip
would be determined.



1st Player

Brown

Using rules for
two players on
pattern for 1st
and 2nd player

Result =ant

White

Using rules for
two players on
pattern for re-
sultant chip and
3rd player

2nd Player
3rd Playeil

White

z/

Final Resultant

Brown

White

8

Naturally9 the 1st player is the only one who wins a point since he has a chip the samecolor as the final resultant chip.

Now does the arranging game rule hold? Could we find the result for the 2nd and 3rdplayer first? Try filling in the following pattern.

1st Player

Brown

OKp T4
GJLAU A J..121ty V1 3rd Player

White White

Resultant

NN //

Final Resultant

The final resultant is the same as when we found the result for the 1st and 2nd playerfirst. The final resultant chip was brown. At least the arranging game rule works .forthis particular pattern of chips. There is a systematic. way you could investigate allthe color patterns in order to see if the final resultant chip is the same colorregardless of whether the 1st and 2nd players or the 2nd and 3rd players are arrangedtegether-firato
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Construct as many of the different color arrangements as you can in Table VI0 The

example we tried is already included.

Table VI

Arranged with 1st and 2nd players first Arranged with 2nd and 3rd players first

( 1st 2nd 3rd

Player Player Player

color color I ' color

Final

Resul-
t-nt
color

I

1st ( 2nd 3rdl
Player Player Player

J

color k color color/

Final

I

I Resul-
i 1 A

! T. 'Ins.

cui.., or

Brown White White Brown Brown White White Brown

What decision did you reach? Does the arranging game rule hold in the game of Flip

The Chip? Yes or no? (29) The acceptable response is yes since you

did not find any examples for whic, the arranging game rule pattern was not true. If

you checked all eight possible examples and found them true, then your answer is final.

How about inverse? Is there an inverse for each of the left chips? If the right
and left chips are inverses, the resultant chip will be the identity, a

(30) chip. We observed that the identity is the brown chip.

Lets try one example. Suppose that the left chip is white 0 What must the right

chip be in order that the resultant chip be the identity, a brown chip? (31)

You are correct if you said that the right chip should be a

white chip. Now we have an inverse when the left chip is white.
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But in order for' the inverse game rule to hold, each chip must have an inverse.
Consider the partial data presented in Table VII and try to supply the missing data.

Table VII

Left Chip Right Chip Resultant Chip

brown

white

brown

brown

brown

brown

white

brown

What did you decide about the existence of inverses for every left chip? Does

the inverse game rule hold? Yes or no? (32)

The acceptable response is yes.

Sf.nce the distributive game rule requires two ways of operating with or
manipulating objects and there has been only one way described up to now, it
does not make sense to explore this game rule. And so, we end up with which

Excellent'

game rules holding in Flip The Chip? (33)

And which not holding? (34)

-
Atrit4.114440011111".
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MATERIALS FOR SESSION V

Packet B

10 chips



0.11140. Game Rules

We Are going to begin today ssion by talking about w= ter. imagine that

there are four pitchers of water on the desk in front of you. Are you thirsty?

Be carefult Two of the pitchers are filled with dirty water and the others are.

filled with clean water. We are going to investigate the process of pouring

water from one pitcher into Another pitcher and we are going to obserTa the

resultant water to see if it is drinkable. We might note that there are four

courses of action for us to take. We could pour clean water into clean water

or we could pour clvin water into dirty water. On the other hands we could

pour dirty water into dirty water or we could pour dirty water into clean water,

Are we ready to conelar a few of these?

Clectr) wcd-er
eti

wader

Re at, -6.4± t,ud-er



Name the game rule which best describes each of the following actionss

(Objective 1) (1) The water that results from pouring dirty water into

the clean water is the same as the water that results

if we were to pour clean water into the dirty water.

Game rules

By the way9 what is the resultant water like?

You are right. light We woulki not wani, to drink this dirty water.

(Objective 1)

Game rules

(2) If we pour water from one pitcher into any other

pitcher our resnyatnt water is always either clean
or dirty water. Notice that we Gan never gei,

lemonade as a result1

(Objective 1)

Game rules

(3) The combined actions of pouring clean water into dirty
water and then pouring this result into clean water is
the same as the combined actions of pouring clean
water into the water that results from pouring dirty
water into clean water. In both cases the resultant
water 13 dirty

311=1171.31.1

(Objective 2) (4) Using the pitche,mn of water9 describe how you would
illustrai,e the identity game rule.

It<



(Objective (5-9) Determine which of the game rules hold for the

pouring of water (clean or dirty) from one pitcher

into another° For each decision which you make,

describe the data which leads you to your decision°

Remember every game rule does not necessarily have

to hold. You might find it helpful to look at Tabla I.

Table

Pour from this

pitcher°
Water iss

Pour into thist---
pitcher

Water iss .

The resultant'
water is

Clean
.

Dirty

Clean

DirtyCleanJ., v,

Clean
_ --.

Dirty

Dirty

tdiersil

Dirty

Dirty

Dirty

Closures

Reversibility

Arranging 8

Mig0111111C.1=11S=p.



Identity*

Inverse*
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SESSION VI

EXPANDED NOTATION - ADDING WHOLE NUMBERS

At the end of this session the learner should be able toe

(1) demonstrate each step of the expanded notation algorithm for

constructing the sum of any two whole numbers of two or more

digits as they would be carried out by a machine.

(2) construct a conviming explanatnin that appeals to observations

based on a physical situntion for each step in the expanded

notation algorithm for constructing the sum of any two whole

numbers of two or more digits.

(3) construct an explanation that appeals to agreed-upon game rules

for each step in the expanded notation algorithm for construct-

ing the sum of any two whole numbers of two or more digits.

ACTIVITY ONE

In today's session, we will investigate an old process used to con-

struct the sum of whole numbers of two or more digits. This process is

closely related to our familiar base ten number system.

In front ofyou, you should have packet A. ripen it now and place

the 3ontents of bag .. to your left and the contents of bag 2 to your right.

How many objects, let's call them chips, are in the pile to your left?

(1) How many in the pile to your right? (2)

There should be 2)4 in the left pile and 18 in the right pile. Now, as you

might expect, our process is one way that we can arrive at the answer to

the question "How many chips were in packet A?"

You could easily count the twenty-four chips and then continue count-

ing for eighteen more units to End the answer to this question, but we

want a process that will be easy for combining any whole numbers, even

quite large ones, and counting could be a trifle laborious. Let's agree

at the start of the process to define a group of ten of our chips as one

stack. This will make combining large numbers a good deal easier, as you

will see.

Now that we have this new definition, let's use it Can you express

your pile of chips which has twenty-four chips in it in terms of stacks?

Arrange your chips so they reflect the new term, stacks. What does your

original pile of twenty-four chips look like now? (3)



Since you all know that twenty-four has two tens in it you dhould have no trouble

making two stacks end then hating four single chips left over. Now go on to the

pile of eighteen chips. Arr=ange these chips using the idea of stacks. Now did

this pile end up? (4)

Pine; Since eighteen has only one ten in it you could form only one stack

eight chips left over.

nd so had

Now that we have our chips in groups reflecting our new term, we can proceed on

Our way to finding out how many chips there are. We said that we formed

le\
1/471

stack (s) from the original pile of twenty-four chins and (6)

stack (s) from the original pile of eighteen chin= you. should

have no problem remembering two stacks in twenty-four and one in eighteen. Now look

%at the chips in front of you. Move the stacks together. How mate stacks are there?

( 7 ) You have formed, so far, a total of three stacks. How many

single chit are there that are not part of any stack? (8) You

can easily sae that you have four single chips left from the original pile of twentyw

four chips and eight single chips from the original pile of eighteen chips. None of

thee Chips are in a stack. So we have twelve chips that are not in stacks. Can

you form any more stacks out of these "extra° chips? Yes or no?

( ) Were not tryine to trick you, certainly you can. How many?

(10) No problem here, either, is there? One more stack

can be formed out of the twelve extra chips. Now are there any chips th it are

still nextra',? Yes or no, if yes, how many? (11)

Since we agreed that one stack had ten chips in it and not twelve, there ire two

chips that are still not in any stack.

Lets now see where we stand. We had two stacks in one pl ce xecl one stack in

another and we combined them and had three stacks. At the same time we had twelve

"extra" chips. Arrairge the stacks together. How many stacks do you have in front

of you now? (12) Right, one more than you had leel, Aim you

checked. !cu only had three last time and one more makes four. After the last

time we looked at* the number of stacks we had we esked how many chips were not

in stacks° It seems like a sensible thing to do here, too. How many nextra

'chips .did we say we say we had? (13) Ahs, yesi It was

only two, leasnit it.. So our\question le answered. There were (14)

stacks.and (15) chips in the packet A that.we started with.



Yes, four stacks ar.d two chips. If you were asked, by someone who didn't know our

terms, what the answer to the problem was, what would you tell him? (16)

. Certainly, you would say forty-two chips.

Lot's quickly summarize the steps we

2 stacks and 4 chips
1 -tack and chips
3 stack and 12 chip:

3 stacks
1 stack and 2 chi
L. stacis a d 2 chips

Just take a moment now to line-up your stacks and chips like this

.=

CZ` t:

k

AMMO, 1.110111.6.

3

One thingthing we want t o is to get our stacks together, but like any game, we must follow
-U2e rules. Are avrr game rules that allow us tc reverse the positions of the

single stack anc' the c''ips? Yes or no,,and if yes, name it? (17)

Sure, we hav,- -eversibilit/. But we skipped

something. Remerber the four chips rea137 are arranged with the two stacks, and the
one stack goes with t'n-3 eight chips. What game rile may we use to take the four chips
and one stack out of arrangements and get them together before we

reverse? (18) ....7 Good! The arranging game rule will

do it. Let's see what cm. line-up of the chips would look like after using the
arranging game rules

. ., I. .. . 7..75
b ....... .Z1: ,17/1101.e..... /,
: i ....::i

6%., e .
boircom.r.

=
11.

*1

pn..............--.



Then using the reversing game rules, the lins up of chips would look soLething like

thiss

1==.3
1=== t=== C===3

0;t c=z ===1
I=== IC=2 ===gC=a =C=I C=:=1
===1 t==3. i=a al==

ta:val. u=1

The next step involves arranging tIng, fou r. chips and eight chips t^gethery What

rule are we using? (19) 0 Once again we are using the

arranging game rule and our line-up will lock like thiss

..1

=71_ r*: ..: I r"."----1
7==n4=f'

t 3 C.Z...:=J
1,===

i==zt
e=aa

r

C. ==.3
.1="""mara=

15!fl

But now the twelve chips can be formed into a stack and two "extra" chips° The

line-up will look like thims

e- -1
11===z7a ct==.71

c.=

ts
C=I

POO IN alb
61111411,411



Once again we want to arrange all the stacks together. Using the arranging game rule
we would have the following line-up:

=. CI.

=
= 1

t===71 11"-"..,." i

ACTIVITY TWO

Let us now take a look at what this process looks like in regular numerical
notation.

Step 1. 2L. + 18 = (10 + 10 + )4) + (10 + 8)

Step 2. (10,+ 10 + 4) + (10 + 8) = (10 + 10 + 4 + 10) +8

Step 3. (10 10 4, 4 + 10) + 8 = (10 + in + 10 + 4) 8

Step.. ( 1 0+ 1 0+ 1 0+ 4 ) + 8 w ; 1 0+ 1 0+ 1 0 ) + ( 4+ 8 )

Steps. (10.+ lo + 10) + (4 + 8) = (10 + 10 + 10) + 12

Step 6. (10 + 10 + 10) + 12 = (10 30 + 10) + (10 + 2)

Step 7. (10 + 10 + 10) (10 + 2) = (10 + + 10 + 10) + 2

Step 8. (10 + 10 1:) -e 10) +2 =L4.0 +2==L2

Where do you think our 7ame rules were used in this process? Look at the eight steps
above and ask yourself why each step was permitted.

Now, was closure used? Why or why not? (20)

5

Closure means that we can find the results with our system. Here we begin with whole
numbers, and our answer is a'whole number. So closure was used.
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Was the arranging rule involved in our eight steps above? Ye.-3 or no; if yes,

in which step or steps? (21)

The answer to this question is quite clear since the arranging rule wa, used in three
different steps, 2, 4, and 7.

Probably the next rule to be investigated should be the reversibility rule. Did we

use it anywhere? If so, where? (22)

correct.

. Good for you, step three is

If you look at the remaining four steps, 1, 5, 6, and 8 you will see that you can
justify them merely by appealing to the renaming of numbers.

Notice that we have used our game rules as a convincing argument for the algorithm.

ACTIVITY THREE

Letts examine this expanded notation algorithm in its usual form when we don't use
chips to explain it. The addition problem would usually be written like thiss

24 ; or thiss 24 18. Since we are using the expanded notation algorithm, we
18

will rewrite 24 in expanded notation. What will it look like? (23)

18 would be writtc.n in the same way. The Vriole algorithm would look like one of these:

24 24 18
16

2 tens +
1 ten + 8

3 tens + 12

3 tens + 1 ten + 2

4 tens + 2

The vertical
bookkeeping.
rules.

2 tens + 4 + 1 ten + 8

2 tens + 1 ten + 14. +

3 tens + 12

3 tens 1 ten + 2

4 tens + 2

)42 )42

procedure is probably easier to keep track of from the standpoint of
The horizontal procedure better fits an explanation based on the game

,
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PRACTICE EXERCISE

In case you should feel the need, at some future time, to review this session,
here is a practice problem for you to work out.

Use the expanded notation algorithm to demonstrate the sum of 39 and 59. Use
the idea of the stacks, or some other physical situation to explain adding 39 and

59. What game rules did you use to justify the different steps? (21)

ANSWERS

For your Activity One, you should have something that looks like thisv

39 = 3 stacks and 9 chips
59 = 5 stacks and 9 chips

8 stacks and 18 chips

8 stacks
1 stack and 8 chips

9 stacks and 8 chip

Your Activity Two should have the same steps as we had for our example today, but
with different numbers. Since the steps are the same, your rules to justify each
step will be the same as we used to justify ours. Refer to the material in
Activity Two after the listing of the eight steps.
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Second Experimental Edition

MATERIALS FOR SESSION VI

Packet A

bag,1 - 24 chips
bag 2 - 18 chips

...
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SESSION VII

RULE OF COMPENSATION - ADDING WHOLE NUMBERS

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this session the learner should be able to:

(1) demonstrate each step in the algorithm of compensation for
constructing the sum of whole numbers as they would be
carried out by a machine.

(2) construct an explanation based on a physical situation for
the algorithm of compensation for constructing the sum of
whole numbers.

(3) construct an explanation based on the game rules for
the algorithm of compensation for constructing the sum of
whole numbers.

Recall that there are many names for the same nvaber, such as
5 3 + 2, 3 + 1 + 1, 4 + 1, 1 + 4, 2 + 2 + 1, and' +3. This isquite a few names, so, for the present, let us limit the number of
names by restricting ourselves to names with no more than two addendsgreater than zero. What other name can you think of for the number 4?

(1)
. Are there any other possibilities?

(2)
. If so, list them. (3)

Did you list 3 + 1, 2 + 2, and 1 + 3? These are common acceptable responses.

ACTIVITY ONE

Place the materials from packet B on the table. Now before you isa group of physical objects. How many are in the total group?

(4) . You should have 8 objects. Regroup these objects
so they express one of the other names for 8. Write how you regroup them.

(5)
. What other possible regroupings

are there? Regroup the objects and write your answers. (6)

All the possible regroupings are: 7 + 1, 6 + 2, 5 + 3, 4 + 4, 3 + 5,2 + 6, and 1 + 7. Return the materials to packet B after you havefinished.
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ACTIVITY TWO

2

Since we are going to base the physlcIal representation of our algorithm on regroup-of objects, let's try a second example of regrouping. Place the contents of packetC on the table. There are 16 objects this time. Regroup these 16 objects so they

express another name for 16. Now write down all tha possibilities as you identify them.

(7)

...
Check to be sure your answers are complete. The correct regroupings area 1 + 15, 2 + 14,3 + 13, 4 + 12, 5 + 11, 6 + 102 7 + 9, 8 + 8, 9 + 77 10 +69 11 + 5, 12 4, 13 + 3,14 + 2, and 15 + 1. Please replace the objects packet C.

ACTIVITY THREE

Place the materials from packets D and E ill separate groups on the table. How many

objects are in each group?' (8) We want to construct the
sum for these groups of 13 and 18 objects. The procedureswe might ordirarily Ilse tocombine these groups are not necessarily tM ealest ones. What way of rcgrcup::.ng these

objects can Ya think of so as to ma...13 t ,ombi.ng easier? (9)
101.M.101111.1.0.111Km[

It is .usually quite easy to work multiples of ten, isn't it? how co...ad you regroup

one of your groups so as to make the otlIR group a multiple of ten?

There seem to be two possibilities,
group as 11 + 2 and then combine the 2 with the 18 group, or (b) reg
and then combine the 7 with the 13. Since (a) makes it necessary tc
let's lase it.

We now have a group of 20 objects.

(11)

:13)

a) egroup the 13

o.p 18 ae 11 + 7,
OVP Gnly two objects,

:hat is the advantage of 20?

tillIMMIII7.71.1131¢m7=1.

Don't you think that having that zero to work with is easier than working with the 8

you had before in 18. What is the total number of objects? (12)

The answer is obviously 31. Please return the objects to the packets before going on



ACTIVITY FOUR

3

Let's identify how this regr-)upg facilitates find.Lng the sum with .c.re than twoaddends. Place the contents of pac%:et F, G, H, and I in .,5eliArate group:. on the table.One packet has 28 objects in it, one 1729 one 94, and th,_ last 79. You will noticethat we have three types of objects, flrlred bundles, ten bus, and units. Usingthese objects in groups, let's work a step by step an:' :-)te the procedures wego through.

The problem is 28 + 172 94 + 79. (YJe will use the horizon _a1 form to ;Aleidentifying the game rules easier.) How could 57,_.0 regroup to make some of th,3 addends

a multiple of ten? Don't hesitate to try it. A Ln't really very hard. (13)

One possible solution would be
28 + (2 + 170) + 94 + (6 + 73) 1,1 (28 + 2) + 170 (94 4 6) + 73. From where did the

2 come? (1)4)
0 6? ,15)

You can see that the 2 came from the 172 and tr,e 6 from the 79. After combining the 6

and 94, what would the problem be? (16)

Did you get 30 + 170 + 100 + 73? Good'.

Can we regroup this new set'of addends to come up with some addends that are

multiples of a hundred? Try it What was you conclusion? Yes or no? (17)
When you regrouped did you get the result (30 + 1-0) + 100 + 73? Fine: Why was the 30

grouped with the 170? (18)

Naturally, the 30 was regrouped with the 170 to get an addend of a multiple of a hundred.

What do you get when you regroup 30 and 170? (19)

Naturally, you get 200. Now then, what will the final addends be? (20)

Sure, they're 200 + 100 + 730 What result do you get

when you carry through this addition? (21)

If you were skeptical as to the advantage
addends, the advantage should be clearer now.
answer in the original problem: 28 + 172 94
agree that the answer is seen much easier with
the materials to the packets.

Right: 373.

of our regrouping when we used only two
Compare the ease of seeing the final
+ 79 with 200 + 100 + 73. You should
the zeroes than without. Please return
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ACTIVITY FIVE

Let's now discuss the game rules. Did we use the game rule of closure? If so,
how? (22) .4=1.

Of course, when we combine two groups of objects each of which has a whole number ofobjects in it, we will always get the result of a third group that also ha.. a whole

number of objects in it. Did we use arrangement aiy place? If so, where? (23)

We used
the 28,
in more

..mx.,1111 IMMO

IMMIPONNIS141111 MIMIIMION1.

the arrangement game rule to put the 2, which was originally with the 170, withand also to pat the 6, which was first with the 73, with the 94. Thi3 is showndetail in the example below.

28 172 + 94 79 =

=

=

'

=

=

28

(28

30

(30

200

373

+ (2 + 170) 94 + (6 + 73)

+ 2) + 170 + (94 6) +73
170 + 100 + 73

+ 170) + 100 + 73

+ 100 + 73

Renaming is not a gave rule, but did we Use it? Yes -)r ? (24)

Where did we usP rermming? (25)

we.

We renamed where we regrouped, so we renamed 172 as 170 and 2 and also we renald 79
as 6 and 7..L Did we use any other game rules? (26)
Since we are not interested in whether or not any other game rules hold for this methodof combining, but whether or not any others were actually the answer. is no.

lifir.C3=41226/1",e,
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PRACTICE EXERCISE

1. Place.the contents of packet J on the table. Physically regroup the 18
objects which are in front of you. Write down as many different regroupings
as 'you can.

Demonstrate the algorithm of compensation as shown in the example in
Activity Five using 276 454 + 82 + 69. Show all steps.

3. Identify each step in which you used a game rule in the demonstration of
the algorithm in part two above. Name the game rules and list the steps in
which they were used.



ANSWERS

1. 17 + 1, 16 + 25 15 + 35 14 + 4, 13 + 55 12 + 69 11 + 79 10 + 89
7 + 119 6 + 129 5 + 13, 1 + 14, 3 + 15, 2 + 16, and 1 + 17.

2. This is a possible procedure;

276 + 454 + 82 + 69 =

+ (4 + 450 + (81 + 1) + 69

+ 4) 450 + 81 + (1 + 69) =

+ 450 + 81 + 70

+ (20 + 430) + 81 + 70

+ 20) + 43o + (81 + 70) =

+ 20) + 430 + (70 + 81) =

+ 20) + (430 + 70) + 81 =-

+ 500 + 81

Step 1. 276

Step 2. (276

Step 3. 280

Step 4. 280

Step 5. (28o

Step 6. (280

Step 70 (280

Step 8. 300

Step 9. 881

9 + 99

6

8+10,

3. Arranging was used in order to get steps 29 5, and 7.

Reversibility was used in order to get step 60

Closure was actually used in order to write all the steps since closure

is needed to be sure the sum of whole numbers is a whole number.

t44,;,4
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MATERIALS FOR SESSION VII

Packet B

8 chips

Packet C

16 chips

Packet D

13 chips

Packet E

18 chips

Packet F

2 bundles of 10 toothpicks + 8 single toothpicks

Packet G

1 bundle of 100 toothpicks, 7 bundles of 10 toothpicks, + 2
single toothpicks

Packet H

9 bundles of 10 toothpicks + 14 single toothpicks

Packet I

7 bundles of 10 toothpicks + 9 single toothpicks

Packet J

18 chips

Packet K

It bundles of 100 toothpicks, 13 bundles of 10 toothpicks,
+ 13 single toothpicks



Appraisal - Adding Whole Numbers

Have you ever seen people solving arithmetic problems in ways that looked quite
unusual to you? There are many unique procedures for the arithmetic we usually take
for granted. The interesting and valuable fact, thoubb, is that these procedures can
all be explained in terms of the game rules. This is one reason these rules are so
useful and important.

Consider the following algorithm:

X00
VX

XX
Xo

+-3

306

The steps taken in performing the above algorithm

1. 168 2. r68

91 91

!JAL ±JAL
1

X01

±7g-
XX
zo
X
3

8. 00

2'70-
XX
2b

X
3

306

might have looked like this:

5.

2

This is called tki3 scratch method for adding whole numbers.

6. X00

20
1
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Now look at this examples

1. 49

3

2,

(9 3.

+H..V1L
32

1 z

14. W W
,4,

23 ,73-

Yi Xi
4 43

(Objective 1) (2) Demonstr te this example in horizontal forms

UV

3

XX

433

Waqtaaaa. WINEW

41111:1101117C/IPII

(Objective 1) (3) Now name the game rules that were used in going from one step
to another in your horizontal form. This response can be
recorded below or beside the steps in your horizontal example
above.

Waal:qr.



(Objective 2) (1) Open packet K. Use the objects that you find in this
packet to construct an explanation for the algorithm you
have just seen, Draw pictures and/or write an explanation
below to tell what your explanation is.

-' ' .'



(Objective 1) (4) SoiTei the following problem9 demonstr ting the smthe algorithp

(scratch method) as we used at the bcginning of the apprais.:18

4

I

328
169

4' 43
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. SESSION VIII

WHERE?

OBJECTIVESg

At the end of this session the learner should be able to

(1) demonstrate the addition of ordered pairs of whole numbers.

(2) construct a physical explanation for the algorithm for adding
ordered pairs of whole numbers.

(3) demonstrate some of the game rules for adding ordered pairs of whole numbers.

Last week I took a trip to a fascinating town with some rather unusual features.
It is called "Where, and there are several outstanding sights to see there, but before
we were able to see any of them, we had some problems to solva. The bus had let us
out at the corner formed by the intersection of two streets, both of which seemed to
be named "0". We hailed a cab and then took a look at the map we had been given. The
map indicated the locations of SOME of the places to see, and decided we would like
to go first to the Cathedrals that's when our troubles began. The streets were laid
out and labeled as shown below. What should we have told our dr_ver?

3

I

C)

-1111

RIMMI
,.;

4 7 1 4

Cathedral 44!"

Museum

Art Gallery

Catacombs

Old Castle )(

How would you have directed someone to get to the Cathedral? (1)

Vpro,111.1

Sure, I knows and we did try by-passing directions alid said, 'Take us to the Cathedral0
The cabdriver answered, "Which one?" Of course, at that point we almost resorted to
pointing to the map, but somehow that didn't seem fair. Anyway, it wouldn't help for
the next time. The result was that everyone tried a different set of directions and no
one understood anyone else. By this time we weren't even sure of East-West, so that
suggestion went down the drain. Then came the gripping. Why didn't they letter or name
one set of streets??? We couldn't even use going "ahead" or "left" since we didn't
know how to say which was our position. However, in our discussion, the reason for
having two sets of names for two sets of streets did become apparent.
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Aster all, everyone would know how to go to 2nd B Sts. Our driver, who had been
taking all this in as he smoked and lounged, suddenly stuck his oar in and asked "What
is clearer about telling a place by a letter and number rather than using 2 numbere_e
It's perfectly clear to us ago What kind of rule or clue do you think they had that made

it clear to them? (2)
1.011001w...,10=1.paimmlumemoubmarsammimonolmaammammurcla...171.171NIEL11....

myr-CIEM-=0-.1a.n.

Come on, guess. And what would you have said to the driver? Everyone turned on him and
demanded "How do you know vil!oh of the two striA3 with the same name to go to?" To our
chagrir, he : aughed till he wept and said, "Dc:,It tell me no one remembered to tell you?"
"Tell us? Tell us what ", we cried in fury. I guess he decided it would be safer to
tell us the secret. What do you think he said? ,aly of a number of methods might work,

so list a few and see if one agrees with the people of ,Whers". (3)

IM7/711MONNIa..11104.

When they spoke of an intersection, the natives used the numbers of the two streets,
but they plasu gave first the number designating the labels on the horizontal of the
grid shown below. Sometimes this direction is called aJd the second direction
1Up". So, for the remainder of our stay in "Where'', wen we saw something like "five,
three or (5,3), we knew we first went five streeto. in :he direction of the arrow.

4

> First number

Despite the wasted time, we had a lovely visit, and -"that's more we learned to receive
and give directions for getting around "Where°.

Just in case you decide to visit this delightful place, let's practice getting around
there. First, this notation has a name, and since it involves a pair of numbers written
in a specific order, what is more natural than "ordered pair". The ordered pairs (1,2)
and (413) have been graphed below.

. I



i'ree the packet of graph papers, take Grid : and one it mark (391) . Come on, don't

held back. Give it a try and if neeessa,- auess. When you have marked it9 look

at Grid I to see if you agree. If your in the same place, go to Grid III

and try some more. If yca were reht9 eo o.

Usang the ordered pair notae 9 tlk a few trips. This natation allows

moving rip streets, only (no crosslng ripty lotst). Before we start, take our Grid IV.

On tae f' es teip9 we'll start at (09J, ah destination (897) but don't mo-7e yet,

becarse w haee to make a stop on tale wei3 so let's go to (295)9 which can also be

read as 2 'Ove . a e3 5 "Up". You' L. eee this part of the trip marked on arid IV.

Tee secone p. of the trip to (897) will be written in the same way. What trip would

you take from 95) to get to (8,7? (4; Over" and (5)

''7p". Do we agree? Did you get (692)? Good, you've earned the

trim starte!ng where .'ne marking ems at (2,r; Grid 17, you put, in the second part of

the trip. riTe made thie erip to (897) in two parts, but what if we didn't need to make

a stop on the way? What single ''Over and Up' trip would you take?

( 6.) . Was 't 8,7)? Of course. Mark it on Grid IV.

You're din so well, itts time fer a so7-,. Useg -id IV and starting at (090)

agaila mark thl- two- partt, trip on the Arg4'7't plans )1,_) and then (4914)

And where did you end this time? j() Same place (8,7)?

Very good. We've only taken two trips with different stopovers but the same destination.

Now look at the Glid and just think of the number of trips nou could take in two parts

and a_ways eno on (8,7). Quite a few9ar et there: And I've been wondering, did we
travel an-e further, or perhaps less, in a two-part 'erip tn_n a one-part trip to the

same place? ,1) . If we look .t 'the Grij9 it showe that you travel

the same number of streets over and the same number *..4) whether we go there in the most

direct manner o: make a stopever on the way. There ought to be some big discovery

we can make from thist Letle look again at tine ordered pairs.

First trips (295 9 then (692).9 to (897)

Second trips (493) 9 th t, (494) 9 to (897)

Our markangs on the grid and t' e ordered pairs seem to be raying the same thing. Take

a crac', at wo-dia., whaa see. (9)

ArbowymmEmmErlim...,....M111C

How does the a:ollewing compare wath Weat you .,aij? sum cf the "Ovees" an the two-

part trinequalstne 'fleer° on the onepart trip, and the same is true of the "Ups1).

No? Y-r don't agree ?lease, eay it isn't so9 but if you Bally think tLe statement

Is false, please overover the last couple of paragraph e. When this clear, see if

your agreeceent will include replacement of the word :then with 21,1LeR and the word to

with 22-.4211?
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This would give us (2,5) + (6,2) ;;;.; (8,7) and (493) + (494) = (897). Has this been

true for every example you have tried? Yes or no (10)

Then, for the time being, can we agree that for two ordered pairs o whole numberss

+ (e,d) a + c, b + d)? Yes or ro? (11)

to test redre or just practice use Grid V to graph some of the
sure to fill in the blanks for the trips aA compare with the
of the grid AFTER you graph and write each trip.

. If you would like

trips 11sted there. Be
trip checks at the bottom

In all of this exploration today whaT, have :e been working witY? What elements?

(12)

Sure, ordered pairs. What operation have we -een perol-ming? (12

. What, all this time and we!--e still on additiont So our

objects or elements are ordered pairs and our cleeration is addletion. When we add two
or role of ow elements will we always get another element? Or put another way when

we adc' tw, ordered pairs will we alvays get anot' er pair? Yes or no? (l4)

It is true that we have not tried all pairs or carried out a form& proof, so we must
hedge cur answer and say that as far as our expeience goes, we always get another
ordered pair when we add two or more ordered p:irs. Hence, we can say that the game
rule of closure appears to hold for adding ordered pairs.

Now add (3,2) and (5,8) . (15) . Try it in reverse by

adding (5,8) and (3,2), Does it matter in which order you do the addition? Yes or

no? (16) . Try at least, o:e r--e example with otleer pairs and

check. (1.()

Which game rule are you testing? ;18)

The reversible game rule is being testes here. Ca- 7ou find an example of addition of

ordered pairs which is riot reversib'e Yes or no? (19)

Since your answer is no, you probabl: feel
adding ordered pairs. We do have a fairly
an example will not turn up sometime later

Try adding any three ordered pairs. D

that the reversibility game rule holds for
good argument, but we cannot be sure that
which will force us to a different conclusion.

d the answer depend upon which two pairs you

arranged together and added first? Yes or ro? (20)

do you have for your answer? (21) ../NE.M7
. What support



examp.L.s pr ably look something ]ike thiss

E293) + (497] + (195)

/
(6910) 4 (195)

4#,
17915)

What game rule are you testing? (22)

5

(2,3) 4 C149 ( 7T21

(293) (5912)
N...000.1e-

(7915)

Does this gam hold for addition of ordered pairb? 23)

Did you place an restrictions on :i-ur corolusions. (24)

. If yes, which 'pest lotions? (25)

You can a.
a few examples
restrictlom'.
and arrangement
nairs s we have
represen',Atio:.

of additlor.

.Als support your answers by trying sore examples. However, our use of
does not prove that it hol6.s for all cas '59 so again it is best to add

Th:h let's say, until we fnri evAence to the conrary, the reversibility

game rules hold. In that case, we have constrmted the sure %--,f ordered

cons .rutted a convincing explanation of the actdi,ion using the physical

of the 7;ridj we have demostrated s:re of the game ru.Les for the operation

ConE:at)Aations:
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Performance Tasks

(Using the algorithm for addition of ordered pairs of whole numbers.)

1) (20,12) + (72,91) =

2) (13916) (7,8) + (22,41)

3) (4132,271) + (293) T (7930 + (21,420) =

4) Which "game rules" can we demonstrate in this addition?

5) Can you think of anther way to physically represent this algorithm?
If you can, constrict an outline of the predure.

1) (92,103)

2) (42,65)

3) (4162,724;

4)

Answers to Pe.'fJ:mance Tasks

An additive 1,dentity exists; every element has an additive inverses
the "31osure-?, "arrangement" and "reversibili game rules apply.

5) We cannot state a "correct" answer for this item since there may be many answers.
If you could not think of an answer, just keep in mind the grid idea which we used.
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GR ID

Remembers The first component of an ordered pair means "go to the right

along the horizontal line". Go to 5 along he hor

0-line on the grid below] now ga "up" from there 3 lines. You

just plotted (523). Try another9 (224). Want mores Okays

(12,7), (426), (8,2). Answers are on Grid I11 A
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X;r4R1 D :Z Fill in blanks for the 6 trips to the right of the gridi

/3

/I

/0

eww,,,6 gmminh t144 -no ',honk trio notation at bottom.,00 0460 4 afar 2

Trip notations

1, (201), ( ), (10,3)

26 ( ), (1011)/ (1003)

3o (8,)4. (5A), ( )

4° (46)
4) A: (13,12)

6 (.

9 e / /' /5t '.r /4

Checks 1. (2,1)9 (812)5 (1093)

Co (092)0(1001), (10,3)

3. (8,4) , (5,8) , (13,12)

1. (606)2 (706)9 (13,12)

5. (108),(11,1), (12,9)

6. (7,3), (5,6), (12,9)
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YATRRTAJA FOR SFSION VIII

6 grids attached to last page of Session.



SESSION IX

MORE WHERE?

OBJECTIVESI

Second Experimenjual Edition

At the end of this session the learner should be able to

(1) demonstrate the addition of integers ramed.by orde-ed pairs of whole
numbers.

(2) construct physical sxplanation fo the algorithm Ji%r. adding integers
named as oidered pairs 02 whole number.

('.) demonstrate the game rules fcr integers named as ,erdered pairs of
.w].721e numbers.

-.4- session we visited the tol. o' , .:d made .Li teresting

discover !...e, about the streets and trips t oould be rad(. on them. Look at
Grid VI and let's review briefly. If we wanter' to make trip tr X on

this grA, 7.7') iould do it by naming an (1)

which wo%Ild tell 'CAE; how -a ge-L -here if we started at the point of inter71*,,c-

tion (2) Tcu are remembering accurately if you said

we would :-Ame an "ordered pair an6 that o r starting point would be (0,0).

What ';ordered pair would name of then on Grid VI? (3)

. Ve should keep 7% '-t an ordered pair can be used

in two ways it can name the parts a or .-an name a particular loca-
tion on the grid or map. If you said theA -culd be named by (10,5)

you were correct.

Another thing we did with the trips last session :a to c-)mbInE. two or

more trips to get to some specific -1.2ation anj to study the various ways this
could be done. For example, on Grid VI again a trip of (4,1) followed by a

trip of (1,3) would get you to which point on thY grid? (4)

The correct point is cire .d po.nt (n the grid--the

ordered pair (5,4). We represeL:,e. tr ",-1 trip as (41) + (193) (5,4)

and notice that (alb) + (c,d) = ,9 for any

case of adding ordered pairs or maKing two conecutive trips with the first
one starting at (0,0). The last answe- should have been (a b d). If
you did not get this it might be well to get out Session VIII again and review
the first few pages.

There are some other interesting claaracteristics of travelling in "Where!'
that can be brought out more clearly if we study the map or grid which we have
been using to indicate our trip. lz,ok at Grid VII. This is a grid of the
town on which some diagonal lines have been drawn. We shall call these diago-
nal lines, "avenues ", but they shall differ from ordinary avenues in that we
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2

shall not travel on them. We shall use them only to call our attention to the
particular street intersections which they connect. Choose any one of the ave-
nues; say perhaps the one through the point (2,0). Have you located it?

(6) If not, you may notice that there is an arrow pointing

to it along the lower edge of the grid. Is that the one you had already picked?
Good' Write ordered pairs which name two of the points on the avenue,

(7) You may have written (2,0), or (351), or (4,2); or (5,3),

or (10,8), or any of many other choIc:es, Now, use the two points (4,2) and (5,3)
to take two trips; first, use one of the ordered pairs to take your first trip,
then the other for your second trip as we h9ve done previously by starting at

(0,0). What is the ordered pai,? (8) What avenue did

you land on? (9) . I'll bet C can tell you' Itll bet you

landed on the avenue which goes through the point n& od by the orch,red pair (9,5).
Right? Now pick any other two points on th:s avenue bhrouh (2,0) and use them to

make two more trips in t' e same fas'-ion. 10)

4.111W ghat aenue did you and on this time?

(11) . You may not .lieve it, but I'll bet I can still tell

you. You landed on the avenue throug tha, point (4,0) didn't you?

(12) . RemeAper I am just naming the a-enue, not the

specific pointl Now, am I right? (13) Good Itts the

same avenue as re previously landed on, isn't it? (14)
rlerwmcmpumna,

Do you wonder how I guessed that since I didntt 'now _II: particular points you
had named? No, it's not magic, and I didn't peen over your shoulder. Letts try
some other cases. Consider the avenue through the point (352). Name any point
on that avenue. Have you made your choice? Now name any point on the avenue

through the point (7,4). (15) U-ing the ordered

pairs that name the points you have choom, take r.he indicaed 1s and decide
which avenue you land on. Remember that yao may ac oually coun_ the trips on
the grid or you may add the ordered pairs as we did last sessio_. Ahigh avenue

did you land on? (16) I'll bet itts same

avenue that the location (10,6) is on. Is it? How could I predict 'our answer

not knowing the specific points you started with? (17)

Do you still have some uncertainty as to my method? If so, let's look at another
example. Consider the avenue through (6,1) and the avenue through (2,1). Name a
point from each one. We could use (6,1) and (2,1) themselves. Take the trips or

add the ordered pairs. (18) , Did you write

(6,1) + (2,1) = (8,2)? Goodi Try two other locations on these same



avenues. Say (8,3) and (3,2). Add the trips or add the ordered pairs,

(19) . Is your answer the same as mine?

I got (11,5). Goodt Now try two other locations on the same two avenues,
Let's use (9,L.) and (190). This time the sum or result of the trips is

(20) . I got (1094). Did you? Good

Now, what were the three answers? (21)

Rightt We have (8,2), (11,5)9 and (AM. Locate these three points the
grid if you haven't already done so. What do you notice about them?

(22)

3

Did you notice that all three answers lle on the same avenue? Goz:dt Now do
you see how knew what your answers were in the previous examples? Can you

make a statement about these results? (23)

You should have said sometning like the followings Any time you are allowed to
name points from a, given pa .r of avenues or a single avenue and add them the

resulting locations or points will be on t'-,ca same avenue, whatever the choice
of ordered pairs. Let's see then; if we add ordered pairs on the avenue through
(4,7) to ordered pairs on the avenue thro.:,gh (4,3), the result will be on the

..?44,"

avenue through (241
-1Kamolowums

Did you give as an answer (8,10) Jr some other ordered pair on that same avenue?
It is as though we were actually aAding the avenues when we added the represen-
tative ordered pairs. We act-ally :_,an think of fit in that way. Do you see why
the avenues seemed rather interesting me?

Last session we added orderer pairs and discovered what seemed to be
some appropriate game rules for the add!..4.ion. What were these game rules?

(25)

Did you write down just three game rules? '.hey were :iosure, reversibility and
arranging. Consider the following examples. Write the name of the game rule
which each example illustrates,

1. (8,6) + (3,2) = (11,8) = (3,2) + (8,6) (26)

2. [(3,1) + (4,2)] (5,3) ' (7,3) (5,3) = (12,6)

and (3,1) + [(4,2) + (5,3)] = (3,1) + (9,5) = (12s6)

(27)



3. (3,5) + (6,1) t= (9,6)

and (a,b) + (c,d) = (a + c, b d)

for all ordered pairs (a,b), d)

and (a + c b + d)

(28)
=kmmr

Did you write in your answers? If riot he sure to do so before looking at my
answers. The first one is an example of reversibility and the rule of closure.
The second one illustrates arrangement ao..3 the rule of closure. The last one
illustrates the rule of closure.

Do you think that these same game rules would hold if we were thinking of

avenues instead of just the ordered pair3? (29)
00.0IMICAIII1uomnswwMal11.110.01MIMIrWI.M.311. 7:::

How could we distinguish between adding ordered pairs which represent avenues
and just adding ordered pairs? Well, we-171777576T5Z7.77a7RT0HEFFOFUered
pairs representing avenues. For exanp2.e, we might say the ordered pair (3,2)

represents the avenue when we write it this ways (3,2). Now, if we put these
marks over the ordered pairs which represent avenues, will the previous three
examples hold for avenues as they did for ordered pairs?

1. (77, + (3,2) = (TIM = (572 ) + )

2. [(3,1) + (4,2)] + (5,3) [(4,2) + (5,3)]

3. (a,b) (c,d) = (a

Has the reasonableness of the answers changed? Yes or no? C30)

Not It appears that everything still holds. Does this prove that lesure,

reversibility and arranging hold ior the addition of avenues? (31)

. Well, we wculd have to say it does not really Erove

the fact, but it does give us evidence to make us confident that they probably
hold. As a matter of fact, until someone proves they do not hold we shall
accept them and use them as if they do hol77---

Now, do we have any other LAteresting properties when we add these ave-
nues? Get out Grid VII Again, Conoidor the following examples aod find the
answers by taking the trips or by adding the ordered pairs and then locating
the resulting avenue.

(3,1) (2,2) = (32)

(5,2) (1,1) ' (33) N1111.331=

.Eft..01.1...Iumwracal.waraoms
(7,2) (3737 = (34)

Did you get the answers (57), (TM, and ,17297) respectively? Compare the
avenue you started on in each case to the avenue you landed on. What seems

to be true? (35)
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Did you find yourself ending up on the same avenue as was named by your first
ordered pair? In other words (377) is the same avenue as (3,1) and (73)

is the same avenue as (36)

Did you write (7,7)? Good! Finally (12,1) is the same avenue as (37)

asammommagma=011.

CRIIMINI=.11

. Yes, it is the same as the one we started with

in that example, (712). Now what about the avenues named by (212), (1,1) and

(515)? (38)
amINIONW0....=1110=aboommaara.minaMPawMWMel.I.IS

Did you notice that these names were all for points on the same avenue? Goodi

Let's summarize what we have seen in the last paragraph. We started with

an avenue and we landed on (39)
=1.....mmas.sow

Yes, we landed on the same avenue. In each case we were adding the same avenue
to the avenue we started with. This avenue could be identified by the fact

that the first and second numbers in the ordered pair were (40)

. Yesl.they were the same. We could put these two facts

together and says (41)

In the above statement you might have saids 'Whenever we add the avenue which is
represented by ordered pairs with the same first and second elements to any otheravenue the result is the same avenue." What game rule does this resemble?

(42)

When we added a number to another number, and the result was the same number we
started with, we called this the identity game rule. We might call the avenuewith this same characteristic, " identity avenue". Try some mores

(2,5) (8,8) = (43) . Is the result the same avenue1.1V.r.
named by (2,5)? Yes, since the result (77079).

(1474) f (3,3) = (44) . Is the result the same avenue

named by (414)? Yes, the result is (7,7) which represents the same
avenue.

Now, with "identity avenue" which game rules hold? (45)

Did you write closure, reversibility, arranging, and identity? Good!.

:a7.47;.7,z,D
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What other game rule did we know which involved a single operation?

(46) _. Remember it was closely tied in with the iden-
101..MM.... OMMIMOMII .W4

tity game rule. Does that hint help? yes, we had an inverse game rule for

some of our games. Did the inverse game rule hold for the addition of whole

numbers? Yes or no? (47) . Write an example

to illustrate what we would look for if we were trying to find an inverse for

a whole number. (48)

. _

Did you write something like 3 0 = 0? What can go in the box? (h9)

MICIMMUNI11016.11111.NOMMINIONNem/SMOI

ssommistaNowaormwe

. That's right. There is no whole number which will

go in the box and give us a true sentence. Therefore, we say that the inverse

game does not hold .for addition of whole numbers. To have an inverse we must

get the (SO) for our sum. Did you write "identity"

in the blank? Goodi

Do we have inverses in this new system of avenues? What is the "identity

avenue,i? (51 . Yes, we recognize

that "identity avenue" is (7) or we could name it by any other ordered pair

whose first and second elements are the same. Could we get "identity avenue"

as a result when we add two other avenues? Ccnsider (2,3) in the following

A-Kamp-1es

(2,3) + (52 59.31. We used one of the names for

"identity avenue", but we know we could have chosen from many other names. Did

you fill in the blank? Go back and try if you haven't done so. The blank
could be filled in with (3,2) couldn't it? Try another examplea

(371) (53) u (7:7). This time the blank can be

filled in with (2,

Do you suppose we can always get "identity avenue!' as a result, no matter

what avenue we start on? If you are uncertain, try several examples like the

ones just given.

Sinle we can start with any avenue and find an avenue to add to it and get

r

"identity avenue" as a result which game rule appears to hold for these avenues.

(5L) . Yes, the inverse game rule, which we did not

have for the whole numbers, appears to hold for these avenues.

We can now summarize again by listing all the game rules which appear to

hold for addition of these avenues (55)
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Did you list closure, arranging, reversibility, identity, and inverse? Goodt

PRACTICE EXERCISE

1. Show the following example3 as 4:,rips on Grid VIII.

a) OM 4 (7) .4- (477)

b) [ (1)2) 1 (3,1)] 1 ;2,4) (,2)

c) (816) (2,2) ..-.

4)d) (73(g7)

+ C(391) (2,4)]

2. Find the sum of the two avenues by using the algorithm for adding avenues

named by ordered pairs.

1111111COMKICOlim OLIGLOMONIV11:7....1

a) (17,9) + (72391)

b) (11,14) ± (77) t (21,46)

c) (4132,271) (1,2) (7,30) + 11-777)

d) Wiuch game rules can we demonstrate hold for this addition of avenues?

3) Can you think of another way to physically represent this algorithm?
If you can, oonstruct an outline of the procedure.

ANSWERS

2. a) (89,100)

4141.111.42.3.1.4

/nn 4nN

c) (7377715)

d) An identity e::ists for additions every element has an inverse for
additions the closure, arranging, and reversibility game rules apply

for addition.
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Second Experimental Edition
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First Experimental Edition

At the end of this session the learner should be able tog

(1) eeronstrate t-.= procedures of an algorithm for finding the sum of two

prsitive integers, two negative integers, a positive and a negative integer

when they have the same magnitude, and a positive and a . egative integer

when the positive integer has the greater magnitude.

(2) construct a convincing explanation that appeals to observations based upon

the manipulation of arrows for each procedure in the algori''Im for construct-

ing the sum of two integers.

(3) construct a convincing explanation that appeals to the game rules for each

procedure in the algorithm for constructing the sum of two integers.

Wien ue were examining some of the algorithms for adding whole numbers, we made

ise of three of the game rules. The game rules of closure; arranging, and reversibility

rare all used to explain the algorithms with whole numbers. There are three other game

ules which we didn't mention in connection with the algorithms for addition with whole

iumberss identity, inverse, and distributive. However, we have observed that the identity

:ame rule holds for addition of whole numbers.

that is the identity for addition of whole numbers? (1)

['he number is zero of course. In the last session we observed thtt the inverse game

mile did not hold for adding whole 'lumbers. The whole number 5 does not have an inverse

ror the operation of addition since there is no whole number which we could find which

then added to 5 results in zero - the identity for addition.

Well, this takes care of the identity and inverse game, rules. The identity game

nue holds and the inverse game rule doesn't hold for whole numbers. What about the

astributive game rule? Does this game rule hold for addition of whole numbers?

rk

tes cr no? (2) We can't answer yes to ithisliecause the

distributive game rule involves more than addition of whole numbers. It involves t .o

Yperations.

We can see that our set of whole numbers is deficient for the operation of

addition. One of the game rules simply doesn't hold for addition of whole numbers - the

inverse game rule. Notice something else. One of the following number sente.-ces cannot

be made into a true sentence by writing the nams of a whole number in the box:

2 +11 =8

Which ones cannot be made into true sentences? (3)

3 41] = 7 can be made into a true sentence by writing ) in the box. However, you are

right if you said that there was no whole number which you could add to three so that the

result would be two.



.

What we need is a better nUmber system thaft the whole numbers. The addition ofavenues named by orderecrpiA.rs which we looked at in the last session doesn'tgive us this troublf. Foi ibstanee examine (2,1) 41::3 = (77). What is theordered pair which we would write in the box in order to name an.avenue that makes
the sentence a true sentence? (4)

, (47) wouldn't be correct, but(TT) would be.. There are other names for the avenue named by (VT). (496) would beone of those names since (2,1) (4,6) ==.* (77) and (7) is another name for theavenue named by (V). In fact, we can always find an ordered pair that will makeany sentence involving addition true.

The system of numbers involving avenues named by ordered pairs with addition seemsto be superior to whole numbers with addition. Can you recall what game rules appearedto hold for adding avenues named by ordered pairs? Examples for these game rules aregiven below. See if you can supply the names.

There is an avenue named by (2,2) such that (394) (2,2) (596) where (394) and
(37) name the same avenue. (5)

The sum of two avenues, such as (291) and (3,8), is an avenue, (5,9),

. (3,6) + (T7) = (2,7) (57) (7)

For each avenue such as (3)7)9 there is an avenue 1 ---47 such that (3s7) +2]0

(2,1) + (3,7) + (1,T) = (2,1) (399), (1797) . (9)

The correct responses in reverse order are: arranging, inverse, reversibility, closure,and identity.

All of the game rules which held for the whole numbers - remember we listed themearlier: closure, arranging, reversibility, and identity - also hold for addition ofavenues named by ordered pairs. Since the inverse game rule also holds for additionof avenues named by ordered pairs, it looks like these avenues are really superior towhole numbers.

We call this new set of numbers which we created in thl last session integers. Allthe game rules hold for addition of integers.

Last session we talked about integers as avenues named by ordered pairs. Anotherway we can represent integers is to use arrows. There are a number of arrows in packetA. Take them out and we'll see how we can use them. First, arrange them by size. We'llcall the shortest arrow a one arrow. What is the relationship between the shortest

O

arrow and the next longer arrow? (10)

Since the next longer arrow is twice as long as the shortest arrow, we will call it a twoarrow. The next longer we will call a three arrow, the next a four arrow, and the longesta five arrow.



In the packet you should have found two each of
three arrow, four arrow, and five arrow. There
Since it didn't take up any room, we slipped in
have an arrow which has no length at all.

v777.11.7.111,77.7

3

the following: one arrow, two arrow,
is another kind of arrow in the packet.
a zero arrow. It might be handy to

Now let's try to add two of these arrows. Take a three arrow and point it to the
right. Now place a two arrow with its tail at the head of the three arrow and point it
to the right.ae'in the diagram below.

What arrow could be used in place of both of these arrows so that it begins at the tail

of the three arrow and ends at the head of the two arrow? (11)

You are right that the five arrow could be used to replace the three arrow and the two
arrow laid end to end. But since we have introduced the idea of direction for the three
arrow and the two arrow, we must consider the direction of the five arrow. Naturally,
we would want it to point to the right. Hence, when we add a three arrow pointing to
the right, and a two arrow pointing to the right, the resultant arrow is a five arrow ,

pointing to the right.

What would be the resultant arrow if we added a two arrow pointing to the right and

a one arrow pointing to the right? (12) . You are right. This

is a three arrow pointing to the right. What would be the resultant arrow if we added a

three arrow pointing to the right and a zero arrow? (13)

Note that we did not have to supply the direction of the zero arrow. You just can't tell
which way a zero arrow is pointing. Hence, the sum of a three arrow pointing to the right
and a zero arrow is a three arrow pointing to the right. Of course the question can be
asked the other way around. What two arrows could be added to give a resultant three

arrow pointing to the right? (14)

Naturally, one of the possible pairs of arrows would be a three arrow pointing to the
right and a zero arrow. Other possible pairs would be a two arrow pointing to the right
and a one arrow pointing to the right, a one arrow pointing to the right and a two arrow
pointing to the right, and a zero arrow and a three arrow pointing to the right.

The two arrow pointing to the right represents an integer. We could write the
Ailieger in a shorthand notation. We need to talk about two things in connection with.,t

the integer. What are they? (15)

We are concerned with both the magnitude of the arrow and the direction. There are many
ways in which we could express this. One wRy would be to write,. How could we write
the number sentence which expresses the sum of a threw arrow pointing to the right

-



4
and a two arrow pointing to the tight ae a five arrow pointing to the right?

(16) . The correct ressome is 3

Write in the integer in shorthand notation which will make each of the following
sentences trues

The correct responses

Write in the names of
each of the following

I It 2

.44

0 4' 2

are 59 49 59

0

11.9 2 20

a pair of integers in shorthand notation which will make
sentences true;

3 wz I 4- i's*

V 4-

There are mapy pairs of integers
or 3 = 1 for the first one
= 2 4; :2 for the third one. We

examples of adding right numbers.

for'. each senterisp.,40 say 3 = 3 0
We tould write 4 = 3 4* 1, 4 = 1 +1, or even
could call all of these number sentences

Did we need any game rules in order to add a couple of right numbers?

list them. (17)

c..1.-...r...1-.1.4rAlcalitiZzaCricas cot.

If you think about it carefully, you will realize that the only game rule that was
used was closure. When you add two integers, you always end up with an integer4
In fact 9 in this case when you add two right numbers, you get a right number as a
rasT:Ata!it.

How6ver9 we can observe that other game rules hold for addition of right
numbers. Give an example of a number sentence involving addition of right
numbers using the reversing game rule in shorthand notations

ulessmasaalas. tawea.e.acaovaaatma-s-Irswoutamoralmusawalansmcaraosmumu,...a-Arussns...1...-taculcuraux



-710 -0 ).; wee, -.4 ee-0

Your example might lock like t'eeie; e j111 j or (4 + + I 41 I + (4 + 2 j
74T1P.

Nett tnat ir thle leet ceetrepie t'ee eYil was reversed with the Oan you
give 1M eeample of a nier'eee nertenee inlvelving eedLtier ef right numbers 1.11rig

the ereAngieg geme mile? Yea or rC (191. ...... Your nower ehould

once again be yes, and you shveld be able to write the example using the

eheethand netsticn. (0)

There are many examples you might helve of nn-e 1,e: e. Perhapa yon picked an

4' 1 er C4 (3 41)) 4. 1 00-1746 .C1+1)

coneidered as a single wember in the

-4 0.0 .4.
examrle like thie2 :.,

+ 11

4.71. Here in the last example T3 4 e) WaS
aereengiee. gare rule.

'ene Ileetity when you add Integers? Yes er
MOMMANIMINMAINIMMIIMOMMONM

.Jer, you were probably thinking of zero since 'Lem '13 the number
whie a6ded to any number say n, gives e eeeselt which is n. :f you said
net yon were probably net thinking of zero as integer. In any caee, we really
want to have zero as an integer e/en though we cannot determine the directicn of
zero. Thus, zero is the identity when adding integers.

New retail ths gams L1$ which was found tJ for integees when written as
orderea pairs even thce6n it did not hold for whole numeers. What was the

PBS] e
1#,M,

4, C. ,p The only game rule whinh 1 10e

fee addition of itegere written ts etiered pairs bet does not hold for addition
rf whole numbers is the inverue ome

. ,le. How cAeeld we snow this game e le

,.;
n lith arrow, ?

IN.IIIMIMIONIN=NoMMOWMIMM110.1WselYMAMINOMMD1

111.....1.18. .11411. fl sIIIMMIMIM1111.111111111,1301.1..Itsilm JIBWY valulatib10. Whop iti..I.41000.11111.61Will/~2.111t.tAl. ars 161,711.1.1101141...a.....latoutourrIMM.WIMINSMIMIMINIIMMIIMINEMBIUMMINIIIIIMPaaa

v. alWeiIANNitaithaft 0.4.111.11..#011114...110.....11111.110 orthiwe.Walalseau uw..tys NOM420.0.11X144Atilletfo.trat 411.1,-.~10/...0.414111.00111.011-110.111..rsw.: tiftly....0.111..M111.11reinaAMM.11.. Maesil~1.0.11111111010111/Mte

Did yove thiring go something :e? If you are lecking for the inverse
an aerce ,you want to find an arree et en e'een added to tee given arrow results
in t e eero arrow. If there wee re- t aerew pcintinR tee the right, you caul
plale a two trrow pointing tc t:e IA.' en erder to 'rave a reeult 4:het ia the e

arrel. a; indicated in the dia6,11r.

Now, we
left ar
ccul.

(214)

ee that there are oct arrow: Ani a ?cro w, but also
es. If there were a fear t t-e ei&e, what to row
.1,6de to it in order t gel t e zero ac e- a result

0
111111101111111. ..1111.41111111111101=11111111MMIMMIMMOMM

tArAlt 0ilt.

(2)

If there we're a three arrow pointing te the left,

r!mild be added to it in onde to get the arrow for a result?

411110A0..0 .....11IMMOIMNIMMEM1101MINIMMIONYWIJIWINII
C



If there were a zero arrow, what arrow could be added to it in order to get

the zero arrow for a result? (26) . The correct responses

to these last three questions are "four arrow pointing to the left," "three

arrow pointing to the right", and "zero arrow".

How could you write these expressions of the inverse game rule in short-

hand notation? Let's try with the first example when you searched for the

inverse of a two arrow pointing to the right. (27)

6

The number sentence which you start with looks like thiss 0 = 0. The

number which makes this number

inverse of a right two is left

an example of the inverse game

sentence true is the inverse of a right two. The
0

two, This could be written 2. 2 + 2 = 0 expresses

rule.

Write in the integer in shorthand notation which will make each of the

following sentences trues

4
=0

+ at 0

o+ 0

ta" 4' lit 0

.die corrent responses are 0, 12 .

Write in the names of a pair of 44tegers in shorthand notation which

will make each of the following sentences trues

= 0

*
There are many pairs which could be chosen. 0 w 5 + 5 is one true sentence.

4 5
0 7 + 7 is another.

We can now construct the sum of any two right numbers. We lso can add a

right number and left number as long as they can be represented by arrows

Wet are the same length. Let's try some of the examples for adding errows

When we have one arrow pointing to the right and one arrow pointing to the left.

Take a
pointing to
at the head
placed such
at the head

ivy arrow d
s

,qp.n rat tote rigilhAptiedd a three arrow

hey aitt-fismtreT6Tizytetrwalf, natelit %e7;41.14:Yliir*thilbee = 4t2'toteow

of the five arrow. The resultant arrow is an arrow which could be

that its tail would be at the tail of the five arrow and its head

of the three arrow as in the diagram below.

. , -

24, r.%:441W+24i

etee



'77.t is the resultant arrow?

(29)

7

(28) What is the magnitudi5?

Whit Is the direction? ( 53)

Let's oystematically write down how you would use arrows to explain this
result. F': :, since the three arrow IE pointingto the left, is there an arrow.

I earl put Ath it which will result :n only the zero arrow? 31 `t..

Naturally, ,uch an arrow is a three arrow pointingto the,
replace t five arrow pointingto the right with a
is the three arrow pointing to the right? Try ev-ari

replacemelt for the five arrow pointea to the 1-1 t.

0

Ight. Could I then
.c arrows - one of which
gran- for -.he

The five arrow could be replaced by a two arrow and a three ar
below.

Now arrange the arrows so that the, pair of P'rows are gro--

What is the result of adding t-e pair of threF )ws? (33'

Since the pair are pointing in opposite
arrow. Now tie only remaining arrow is
This is the resulting arrow when a five
to a th-.:ee arrow pointing to the left.

s in the diagram

directi6 the result
the tv:i rw pointing
arrow 0. -21.7g to the ..L.

ero

fight.

added

Nov go through this algorithm again u. in; -C1:1 example rc:i In: t: ee
arrow ppinting to the left and a our arrow pointing to the right as 7 ' thediagram below.

Which arrow would be replaced with two separate arrows this (3L.)

The four arrow should
t . replaced. The longe t

obvious !Ilcice fol- replacing. What woad you replace 1.;)

. Since you want one of the replacement a

wiemsoram.sa...

be a.three
arrow, you should replace the four arrow with a three arrow and a one arrow both
pointing to the right. Now arrangl the two three arrows in a ,?:o.,Iping. What
is the result of adding a three arr,lw pointing to the left ard ,; three arrow

pointing to the right? (36)
. Your !:rsult is the

zero arrow just as planned:



And now what is the remaining arrow? (37)

resultant arrow which is a one arrow pointing to the right.

You have a

We can also expect to write examples of adding arrows using our ehnrthand
notation. Let's look at the last example. How would you write the example in

shorthand notation? (38)

Your response should be similar to thins 3 4 =-L.J. The first thing that
you did when you added the arrows was to replace the four arrow with a three
arrow and a one arrow both pointing to the right. We could now write
-4
3 4 = 3+ ( j +1. The next move you made with the arrows was to arrange

the
4
3 and the together. How would you write this? (39)

The best way to show the and the Itogether is to use parentheses. We could
4 -4

write 3 + (3 + 1) = (3 +1) +1. But we know -'.At the two three arrows added

together result in the zero arrow. Therefore, we could write ri-4 1 =

0 + 1. And finally the remaining arrow is the one arrow pointing to the right.

We could write 0 + 1 = 1.

If we summarized the steps aboce they might look like thiss

s.

Step 1. + 4' = 3 + (3 + 1)

Step 2. 1.4- (3 1) = (3 +1 +1-"?

Step 3. MI.+1) + 1= 0 +1

Step 4. 0 +1=1

What are the game rules for integers which we are using 14 finding the sum
of two integers? Let's look at each step. In the first step 4 was renamed as

1 +1. This is not a game rule, but notice that this depends on our being able

to add two right numbers. In the second step what is the game rule involved?

(40)

Here we used the arranging game rule to
third step, the two threes were added.
is a right number, they are inverses of

8

group the two threes together. In the
Since one is a left number and the other
each other and their sum is zero. Hence,

we ar using the inverse game rule in the third step. What is the game rule in

the fourth step? (41)

Here we used the identity game rule. Remember that 0 is the identity for integers.

Now use the algorithm we have developed in shorthand notation to add
-op 0-
3 and 1.
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Now go back and supply the game ru'.es for each step.

Your steps should look something like this;

r- .
(2
4

1)
C3

+ 1 = 4- 1) + 1 Renaming 3

, --0 4
2) (2 + 1) + 1

2o
+ (1 + 1) Arranging

4 -3, 4
3) 2 1 1) :=.1 2 + 0 Inverse

.13

4) 2 + 0 = 2 Identity

Let's see how we would add to arrows when they both point to the left.
Take a two arrow -nd point it to the left. Now place a three arrow pointing
to the left w!th its tail at the head of tne two arrow as in the diagram below.

What arrow could be used in place of both of these arrows so that it begins at

the tail of the two arrows and ends at the head of the three arrow? (43)

You are right if you said a five arrow pointing to thee

left would do the job.

Whet would 1-9, the resultant arrow if we added a three arrow pointing to the

left and a onc arrow pointing to the left? (b4)

What would he the resultant arrow if we added a two arrow pointing to the left and

a zero ar o7-1 (1.1\

These are easy. The first answer was a four arrow pointing to the left and the
second answer was a two arrow pointing to the left.

Naturally, .thee additIon examples can be written in our shorthand notation.

Try writin7 the addition ex mple in the diagram in this form. (46)

. You might have writt + 2 = 5. However, this is not4 ler
correct. actually started with the two arrow. 2 4- 3 =5 is the correct
response.
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What game rules did we use in adding left numbers? List them. (47)0
alpiONMIM

Just as when we added right numbers, the only game rule used was closure for
integers. When you add two integers, you always end up with an integer. In
this case we added two left numbers, and the result was a left number.

We have now added several different combinations of integers. We have
added two left numbers, two right numbers, a right number and a left number
which can be represented by arrows of the same length, and a right number
and a left number with the arrow for the right number longer than the arrow
for the left number. We have also presented an argument for these algorithms
based upon arrows as well as the game rules.

Try a few of these,

0
6-4-÷2-=

3 + o
12

3 + 3
+(T.= Ca 5 o =C1

0 + 7 = 4 + 4 =1.1
In this session we mentioned that the avenues named by ordered pairs

that you learned to add are called integers. Certainly if both ordered pairs
and arrows represent integers, we should be able to show the relationship be-
tween them. ,?() letts look. We demonstrated that the same game rules hold
for addition as for integers expressed as ordered pairs and integers expressed
as arrows. Now letts play around a little and sse if we can figure out which
arrow belongs to which avenue named by an ordered pair.

6+"1=-8*

(37) + (73) (770)

-->
6 + 2 = 4

(28) + (3,1) (7)
..) ..)
4 o 4

(7) + (7) (737)
(37) + (375) (.8712)

As you look at these puzzles, can you see that the pair of sentences in each
bracket says the same thing? This is also true of the three sentences in
the last beacket, because an integer can be named by more than one ordered
pair. 6 and (2,T) are simply two different names for the same integer which

4.-
is often called

+
6, positive six. Similarly, 2 and (71) are just different

names for the integer 2, negative two. Of course (3,7), (x77) and 4 are
different names for the integer +4, positive four.

(48)

(57) + (77) = (11,11). How would you write this sentence using arrows?

1.11100111
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1 1 = 0 is correct. How would you write this sentence using positive and

negative integers? ( 1 4 9 ) 1
+1 + -1 = 0 is correct. Try another, (3)1) (491) = (708) using arrows.

(50)

This would be 4 + 3 = 1.

=0.fr

Now, reverse the process and go from arrows to ordered pairs. 3 + 2 = 5.

Express this sentence about integers using ordered pairs. (51)

Cant t decide which pairs to use? Just pick any Imat name arrows. Although it
is true that many ordered pairs can be used to name each integer, in this case
any one will do, so long as your result agrees with the integer named by the
resultant arrau. Also express this sentence using positive and negative

integers. (52)

<=7- -=,
How about 6 + 7 = 1 expressed as a sentence using ordered pairs?

( 5 3 ) al

What you just did indicates that anything you can WT .4 with arrows that
name integers, you can also write with ordered pairs and vJ.ce versa. E7ery
arrow can be named by an orderrad pair and vice versa.
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MATERIALS FOR SESSION X

Packet A

10 arrows;

2 orange 5 inch arrows
2 yellow 4 inch arrows
2 green 3 inch arrows
2 red 2 inch arrows
2 blue 1 inch arrows



SESSION XI

ME CASE OF THE MISSING ARROW

OVECTIVES:

At the end of this session the learner should be able to

(1) demonstrate the procedures of an algorithm for finding
the difference of two integers.

(2) construct a convincing explanation that appeals to
observations based upon the manipulation of arrows
for each procedure in the algorithm for constructing
the difference of two integers,

(3) construct a convincing explanation that appeals to the
hu.,9 rules for each procedure in the algorithm for
constructing the difference of two integers.

Last session we represented integers by arrows and constructed the

sums of different combinations of integers. Let us review briefly. What

would be the resultant arrow if we added a three arrow pointing to the

right and a two arrow pointing to the right? (1) You are

remembering correctly if you said a five arrow pointing to the right. Don't

forget. We were concerned with not only the magnitude of the arrow but also

its direction. A three arrow pointing to the right was represented by 3.

Were there any ether arrows? (2) Sure. Remember the arrow

in the packet that you couldn't find. This was the zero arrow, If there

was a three arrow pointing to the right, what arlow could be added to it to

get the zero arrow for a result? (3) The correct

response is a three arrow pointing to the left. So we see that we also have

left arrows. A four arrow pointing to the left was represented by !. The

resultant of a one arrow pointing to the tight and a five arrow pointing 'Go

the left is (4)

pointing to the left.

? Good. The resultant is a four arrow
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In shorthand notation, our three above problems would look like the

followings

(a) 3 + 2 = 5

(b)
*-

0 3 + 3 = 0

o
(0 1 + 5 = 4

We should note that in sentence (b) above, 3 is the inverse of 3.

We are now going to introduce a new operation into our set of integers.

We are already familiar with the operation of addition which assigns to a

pair of integers, a third integer called the sums Subtraction is the opera--

tion of finding the missing addend when the sum and other addend are known.

We agree to call the missing addend the difference: So we can see that

solving a subtraction problem is really undoing an addition problem. It is

said that subtraction and addition are inverse operations. We already said

that we can represent integers with arrows. Now let's try to find the differ-

ence of two arrows. Remember, the difference was out name for the missing

addend. In working with arrows, let us agree to name the difference, the

missing arrow. Take out our familiar packet A. In it, you will find arrows

of different sizes. Don't forget about the zero arrow. They get lost among

the larger arrows. In finding the difference of two arrows, it will be help-

ful to keep in mind what we learned from out experiences of adding arrows.

When we add two arrows, the second arrow is placed at the head of the first

arrow, and the resultant arrow begins at the tail of the first arrow, and

ends at the head of the second arrow.

Consider the problem of finding the difference of a three arrow pointing

to the right and a one arrow pointing to the right. Let us agree to name

the first arrow in a given subtraction problem the resultant arrow and the

second arrow the known addend.
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We already agreed that the difference is the missing arrow. Our definition

for subtraction tells us that cur problem is to find the arrow, such that

when added to the one arrow pointing to the right we obtain the resultant

three arrow pointing to the right. Take the resultant three arrow and point

it to the right. Now take the one arrow pointed to the right, and place

it at the tail of the resultant three arrow.

Now what arrow can we place at the head of the one arrow so that its head

is at the head of the resultant arrow? (5) You re doing

great if you said that the missing arrow is a two arrow pointed to the right.

rr)/SsiR3 otrrouJ
Let's try another problem. We want to find the difference of a three arrow

pointed to the right and a five arrow pointed to the right. Again, our

problem is finding the arrow such: that when added to the five arrow pointirig

to the right, we obtain the resultant three arrow pointing to the right.

Take the resultant three arrow and point it to the right. Now take the five

arrow pointed to the tight and place it at the tail of the resultant three

arrow. Now what arrow can we place at the head of the five arrow so that its

head is at the head of the resultant arrow? (6)

Excellent: The missing arrow 14. a two arrow pointed to the left.
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In shorthand notation, our problems look like this:

(1) 3 1 =0=
r-,

(2) 3 - 5 =

Note: We represent the operation of finding the difference of two arrows by

the symbol 1 - 1. Did we need any game rules in order to find the difference

of two arrows? Let us consider what we have done in problem (1). Our first

step was to change the form of our subtraction problem to a form which uses

the familiar operation, addition. How would you rewrite our subtraction

problem using the operation of addition? (7)

Your response should be similar to this: 1 + 3. Our problem is

now one of finding the missing arrow, represented by C:3 , which will make

"""*"

the statement 1 + C:1 = 3 true. We might note the similarity between

-JP
such a statement as 1 + r-1 = land a balance scale. The sum of-1 +

balances 3 as do the weights on a balance scale. If we add some quantity

to the left side of our statement we must add the same quantity to the right

side in order-to "keep things balanced.'2 Since we are looking for the miss,

ing arrow represented by 0 it might be helpful to do something to the

left side of our statement to gat Cito stand alone. What arrow can we add

to the left side of our statement so that 0 is all that remains on the

left side? (8) Oh, so you say we should

get rid of 1. We can't just make it disappeari Now you are thinking. If
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If we add the inverse of 1, namely 1 to 1 we get the zero arrow for,:

a result. Don't think you're finished. What haven't we done? (9)

Right. We must also add 1 to the right side of our statement to balance

the left side. Our move would look somethingilike this:

1 + (1 + )
= 1 +3

<--
The next move you made was to arrange the 1 and +he I together. We could

4--
write 1 + (1!+ f1)

"1-. (1 1) r--1 . But we know that the two one

arrows added together result in the zero arrow. Therefore, we could write

i + 1) + 0 = 0 + f--1 . We could write Q + 0---,.

....._ .....2.

Our final statement is 0 = 1 + 3. We're almost done now.

You can easily name the missing arrow. The missing arrow would be a4
(10) The correct response is 2 since the sum of 1 and

.a, --)

3 is 2,

If we summarized the above steps they might look like this:

Problem:
3

.
3

,..: 0
Step 1 1 + 0 1.--- -3'

t1
--->

,..._

Step 2 1 + (1 + 0 ) =.4 1

Step 33 ti- + + 0 = ÷r
.....:p(..-_

Step 4 0 + El = 1 4. 3

Step 5 E] =1 + 1
Step 6

>.0 = 2

+

+ 3
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What are the game rules for integers which we are using in finding the

difference of two integers? Letts look at each step. In the first step

we r' rote our problem using the definition of subtraction. What game

rules are involved in the second step? (11)

Very Good. We used the game rule of closure. In the third step what game

rule is involved? (12) Here we used the arranging

game rule to group the two ones together. In the fourth step, the two ones

are added and their sum is zero. Which game rule is involved here? (13)

Right, We are using the inverse game rule in the

fourth step since the two ones are inverses of each other. In the fifth

step, we used the identity game rule. Finally, what did we use in the sixth

step? (l1) We used the algorithm we developed

for the addition of arrows.

Now use the algorithm we have just developed in shorthand not `don to

find the difference of 3 and 5. Also, supply the game rules for each step.

(15)

Your steps should look something like this

Problems 3 - 5 = fl
1) 5 + =

5
Definition of subtraction

2) 5 (5 [] ) =5 3 Closure

3) (5 + + = 5 + 3

7

Arranging
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14) 0 + = 5 + 3

6) =

Inverse

Identity

Additi)n of arrows

7

Let's consider the problem of finding the difference of two arrows when

they both point to the left. Suppose we are given the problem of finding

the difference of a two arrow pointing to the left and a four arrow pointing

to the left. Can you restate the problem using the definition of subtraction?

(16)_ Exactly. Our problem is finding the

arrow such that when added to the four arrow pointing to the left, we obtain

the resultant two arrow pointing to the left. Take the resultant two arrow

and point it to the left. Now take the four arrow pointed to the left and

place it at the tail of the resultant two arrow. Now what arrow can we place

at the head of the four arrow so that its head is at the head of the resultant

arrow? (17)
1.11111011M111=111..

You say you're not sure. Then

take ameek at the picture below.

SSi r)3 r es() tranT
arrow %"1 L arr-ow

I

The missing arrow is a two arrow pointed to the right.

What would be the missing arrow if we found the difference of a one

arrow pointing to the right and a four arrow pointing to the left? (18)

The correct response is a five arrow pointing to the

right. For those of you who had some difficulty, refer to the diagram below.

reEurrsk.ml-
C2. grow

0-1./S.3)13
J_ 1 arrow
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Try writing the subtraction examplEe in the last diagram in shorthand

notation (19)

Your response should look like this; 1 - 4 r4.-- 5.

We might summarize by looking at the game rules rhich hold for the

subtraction of integers. We will show that although certain of the game

rules hold for the addition of integers, it is not true that these game rules

will also hold for the subtraction of integers. Since the difference of

two integers is always an integer, we know that closure holds for subtraction.

In one of our examples we found that 3 - 5 2. What is 5 - 3?

4--

(20) The answer is not 21 The correct answer

3 ---4 --> >
is 2. Therefore, we see that 3 - 5 71 5 - 3, and subtraction is not

reversibintr in the integers. Look at the problem: 3 - (4 - 2). The

resultant arrow is 1.' Do we get the same result when we consider

(3 - 4) - 2? (21) Of course nott The

resultant arrow is 3, Since 3 - (4 - 2) 71 (3 - 4) - 2, we can

conclude that the game rule of arranging does not hold for the subtraction

of integers.

What is the identity for subtraction of integers? (22)

The zero arrow of course.

Before we conclude this session, let's take a look at the statement

-4
a b
H

= where a and b are positive integers. Restating this

problem, using the definition of subtraction we getb = a.

Recall. to find LI , we must addb to both the left side and the right

side of our statement.

4= :4
b + (b + ) = b + a

By the associativity of integers ( b
(__

+ b) + L__J =b a. Since÷
b + b 0, we are left with I --1 on the left side and that j b +

a
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By the reversibility of addition of integers we get = a +4(b.

The original statement and our final step show us that 17) =

= a + b* We can ge a similar result by taking any combination of

integers which leads us to the general statement: (23)

.
Very Good. Subtracting an integer is the same as adding its additive inverse.

Performance Tasks

Use the algorithm we have just developed in shorthand notation to find

-4 4"
the difference of 1 and 4. Also) supply the game rules for each step.

Problems

Answers to Performance Tasks

- 4 = E
1) + = Definition of Subtraction

2) 4 + + ) = 4 + 1 Closure

3) (4 + 4) = 4 + 1 Arranging

4) 0 +0 4 + 1 Inverss>
5) = 4 + 1 Identity

6) = 5 Addition of arrows

6
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SESSION XII

SO, WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of today's sossion,the learner will ba:

(1) demonstrating each step of the equal-additions
method of subtraction algorithm.

(2) constructing an explanation for the algorithm using
whole numbers and based on a physical situafton.

(3) constructing an explanation for the algorithm using
whole numbers and based on the rules of the
"convincing game".

In our last session we observed that solving a subi.,ractl.on problem

is very similar to solving an addition problem. We defined subtraction

as the operation of finding the missing addend when we are given the sum

and the other addend. The given sum was named the resultant and the

given addend was named the known addend. The number we are interested

in finding, the missing addend, was named the difference. In our last

session we stated that the set of integers is closed under the operation

of subtraction. Since we are working within the set of whole numbers in

this session we must note one very important limitat4.on. We are not

always able to subtract within the set of whole numbers. Can you say

why not? An example would bs fine. (1) Exactly.

Consider the example 2-4. The difference is not a ?hole number. When

will the difference be a whole number? (2) You really are

sharp today. We are able to perform the operation of subtraction within

the set of whole numbers, when the resultant is greatarithan or equal to

the given addend.
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dhen we were working with the rule of compensation, we arranged

nutNirs so that we could cwistruct a sum in an easier manner. Let's

look once again at the total arrangement in this problem.

28 + 172 + 94 + 89 = 28 + (2 + 170) + 94 1- (6 83)

(28 + 2) 4 170 + (94 + 6) 4. 83

= 30 + 170 + 100 + 83

= (30 + 170) + 100 + 83

= 200 + 100 + 83

383

Constructing the sum was made easier by regrouping the numbers to the

nearest ten and to the nearest hundred. Where did the six that we added

to the ninety-four in order to regroup to the nearest hundred come from?

Come on, we didn't pull them out of n hat. Good: The six

came from eighty-nine. In order to add six to ninety -four we had to take

the same number, namely six, from eighty-nine.

Similarly, the rule of equal-additions will enable us to solve a

subtraction problem more easily. The result of a bubtraction problem

remains unchanged if the same number is added to both the resultant and

the given addend. Consider the following example*:

76 - 18 = (76 + 2) - (18 4 2) = 78 - 2o = 58

How are we using the rule of equal-additions? (4) You are

absolutely correct if you said that we added two to both the resultant

and the given addend. Let's try one on your own now. Show an easy way

to compute 421 - 97. What number did you add to both the resultant and

the given addend? (5) If you said three, you are doing fine.

421 - 97 = (421 3) - (97 3) = 424 - 100 = 324.
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The method of equal-additions is based on the principle that if the same

number is added to two numbers, the difference between them remains unchanged.

Activity I
=and.~1.11.1.10

In Packet A you will find red, blue, and yellow chips. Let us agree

to name a blue chip "a unit" and a red chip Ha ten." One red chip is

equivalent to how many blue chips? (6) . Thatts the ideat Since

one ten is the same as ten unit6, the correct response is ter. We are now

going to set up a subtraction problem using our chips in which our resultant

is forty-three and our given addend is sixteen. Make sure that you have

working space in front of you. Set up the resultant by placing three blue

chips to the right of four red chips. Let us set up the given addend right

below the resultant. Place six blue chips below the three blue chips of the

resultant and one red chi E below the four red chips of the resultant.
/et)

451

C 49)/ Resultant
..._........._........................................_........_

TA Given Addend
CO teD

We are ready to begin. Note that the blue chips form a units column and the

red chips form a tens column. If we look at the units column, we observe

that the upper digit is smaller than the lower digit. In order to subtract

six, we are going to have to place additional blue chips with the three blue

chips we started with. Place ten additional blue chips with the three blue

chips. Suppose we all do this now. According to our principle of increasing

the resultant and given addend by the same number, we are going to have to

add ten to the given addend. We could join ten blue chips with the six blue

chips, but we would again have more blue chips in the given addend than in

the resultant. How can we add ten to the given addend? Could we join one

red chip to the one red chip that we started with? Would this be adding ten

to the given addend? Surei Add one red chip to the one red chip that we

started with in the given addend.



In order to subtract we must compare the number of chips in the

resultant with the number of chips in the given addend. Pair each of

the blue chips in the resultant with a blue chip in the given addend.

What is the remainder? (7) Pair each of the red chips in the

resultant with a red chip in the given addend. What is the difference?

(8) If you are with us, you should be left with two red chips

and seven blue chips or twenty-seven.

Activity II

In addition to what we previously said, let us agree to name a yellow

chip as hundred." One yellow chip is equivalent to how many red chips?

(9) . Since, one hundred is the same as ten ntens,11 the correct

answer is ten. Now let us take a look at a more complicated example in

which our resultant is 304 and our given addend is 167. Set up the

resultant above the given addend, as we did in the previous example. Note

that the yellow chips form a hundreds column* Once again we observe that

the upper digit in the units column is tylriller than the lower digit. In

order to subtract seven, we are going 1;CII have to place ten blue chips with

the four that we started with in thE resultant. Let us do it together.

We know that we must also add ten t) the given addend, so let us join one

red chip to the six red chips that Are started with. But now we observe

that there are no -,:ed chips in till resultant but there are seven red chips

in the given addend. In order to proceed with our subtraction, we are

going to have to add ten red chip: to what we already have in the resultant.

How much did we add to the resultant? (10) , Goods Since we

joined ten red chips or one hundred to the resultant, we must also add one

hundred to the given addend. Go ahead. Place one yellow chip with the

yellow chip in the given addendu We are finally able to subtract. Again,

we must compare the number of chips in the resultant with the number of

*Clx-lett,01011109SoWtcter&A,...k,,...

fit L 11
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chips in the given addend. Pairing the fourteen blue chips of the resultant

with the seven blue chips of the given addend leaves us with a remainder of

seven blue chips. Similarly, pairing the ten red chips of the resultant

with the seven red chips of the given addend leaves us with a remainder of

three red chips. Last but not least, pairing the three yellow chips of the

resultant with the two yeller,/ chips of the given addend leaves us with a

remainder of one yellow chip. Our difference is 1 yellow chip, 3 red chips

and 7 hl a _!7ips or 117,

Activity III

Look at the steps we have taken in the problem in order to discuss the

game rules.

xample le 43
-16

(1) 43 - 16 = (40 + 3) -

(2) al (40 + (10 + 3

(10 + 6) Renaming

)) - ((10 + 10) + Rule of Equal Additions

(3) m (4o + 13) - (2o

(4) se (4o - 2o) + (13 -

+ 6) Addition

6) Rule of Subtraction and
Reversibility & Arrangement
for Addition

(5)

(6)

-20+7

27

Now, let us look at our second examples

304
-167

(1) 304 - 167 7755 + 0 4) - (100 + 6o + 7

(2) (300 + 0 + (10 + 4)) - (100 + (

(3) 23 (300 + 0 + 14) - (100 + 70 + 7)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

he:i4zot.,

Subtraction

Addition

10 + 60)

me 000 + (100 + 0) +147 - ((100 + 100

m (300 + 100 + 14) - (200 + 70 7)

ire (300 - 200) + (100 - 7o) + (14 - 7)

es loo + 30 + 7

137

7,"'"10,0,
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In what way did we use renaming? (11) . In Step (1) e.g,., we

renamed 167 as 100 + 60 7, In what way did we use the rule of equal-

additions? (12)

In Step (2) we added ten to the resultant and to the given addend. In

Step (4) we added a hundred to the resultant and to the given addend. In

Step (6) we used what "game rules" in addition to the rule of subtraction?

(13) . Yes, we used reversibility and arrangement for

addition. Finally, what process did you use to get an answer?

Of course you constructed the suml

Performance Task1111.1101110 ...101

Demonstrate the solution to this problem using the algorithm of equal-

additions. Make use of your chips. Also, demonstrate the solution in

horizontal form and identify the game rules that you used.

416
-277

Answers for the Perfolmance Task

416 - 277 = (400 + 10 + 6) - (200 + 70 + 7) Renaming

= (400 + 10 + (10 + - (200 + (lo + 70) + Rule of Equal-

Additions
= (400 + 10 + 16) - (200 + 80 + 7) Addition

= (400 + (100 + 10) + - ((100 + 200) + 80 7) Rule of Equal-
Additions

= (400 + 110 + 16) - (300 + 80 + 7) Addition

= (400 - 300) + (lio - 8o) + (16 - 7)

= (loo + 30) + 9

= 130 + 9

= 139

Rule of Subtrac-
tion and Reversi-
bility. & Arrange-
ment for Addition

Subtraction

Addition

Addition

.'



APPRAISAL

The following is an illustration of one method of finding the product of any

yo whole numbers. Suppose we wished to find the product of 24 and 3. This is

ow we would proceeds

214.

x3

(20 + 4) x 3

(20 x 3) + (4 x 3)

60 (10 4)
nN

(60 + 10) +2

7042

72

Now show how you would use this same procedure to find the product of

14 and 6.

114.

x6



Suppose you were now called upon to provide an explanation of this method of
multiplication using some kind of physical objects such as blocks or chips. Make
a series of drawings to illustrate your explanation. The first drawing, showing
the objects, might look something like thiss

XXXXX XX

X X X X XX X

First Drawing

2



We would be able to agree that the product of 14 and 6 is a whole number be
cause 14 and 6 are each whole numbers and because we have a certain game rule.
Which game rule would we be using?

An explanation of this multiplication procedure was provided bi,someone else
and his explanation in terms of our game rules is given below. However, there is
one game rule which has not been identified.. Your task is to supply the missing
information.

24x 3

(20 + 4) x3

(90 -Jr- 3) 4. Os v. 3)

vu 4)
^.

(60 +10) 2

Given

Writing an expanded numeral for 2l

Multiplication is distributive
addition

Writing another name for products

70 + 2 Writing another name for sum of
(6o + 10)

72 Wilting contracted numeral

*Notes Regrouping is not an acceptable game rule. The game rules we have agreed
to use include-anosure, reversibility or commutattvity, arranging or

assooiativity, identity, and inverse.

There are few adults who have not observed the unusual character of the
number zero when performing the operation of addition. For example, 6 + 0 6
and 0 + 27 27. What have we named this particular game rule?

3



6UppOse we were constructing sums with inteserso 'Umbers such SAO Op +0 g'210.

2s, 29 and so on° someone was Asked to shelf.how to eolietirnot the ea of '4 and "30
TUS is the procedure he Wrote (1

t
4 3

(+1 + 4. 3,

+ 4.;

1 + ( 3 +3))

+0

tthi oh Af the mire% it Ah u.A.0 n
itwass 'LAnvoo km" ALUM UV

.

When &eked to provide an explanation Of this addition procedure ift terms of
the gee ruin, this is what was providede

4 +

+3)

+1+0

1

3. Given

Writing another name for 4

Tour task is to supply the missing game rules°

Iliad the following descriptions of objectives and identify those which are
behavioral objectives by placing a check (v) before those which are behavioral°

lb The student will acquire a better understanding of the addition process6

2° The student will demonstrate a process for finding-the quotient If two
natural number's°

36 The student will construct a bar graph given a table of data°

46 The student will gain insight into the solution of equations°

5'0 The student will inductively discover and use the properties of numbers.

mormsnimi
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5
Read the following description of a Audent performance and then insert the

correct action verb in the statemel t of the objective.

1. The student is asked to illustrate a procedure for finding the product of12 and 7. The student said nothing but did writes

. ,

. . . .

12
x7

lb
84

ObjectiveS.The student will be able to a procedure for
finding the product of two who e ntabers*

2, The student is asked to select the largest number, given the set
10. 1
.35 ,4r and r. The student says nothing but writes 2r.

Objectives The student will be able to the largest
fraction:given several fractional numerals*

. ,

The action verbs we, have agreed to use includeldentify name, construct,
demonstrate, order, describe, applying a rule, stating. a rule, interpret, and
distinguish*

t -- -,-4-L, .:
.L1



APPENDIX C

ALGORITHMS PROCESS HIERARCHY

Constructing a convincing
explanation for each pro-
cedure in an algorithm that
appeals to observations based
upon physical situations.

Constructing an explanation
for each procedure in an
algorithm that appeals to
agreed upon rules of the
"convincing game."n

Demonstrating the procedures
of an algorithm as they would
be carried out by a machine.

L.

! Subtractir.
incesei.

I

r
I Adding ;

1 integers /

1

Multiplyingfa1

integers I

--

r- * r
Adding rational I 'Dividing rational I

positive numbers 1 11 positive numbersL L

47
!Multiplying rational", 1 Dividing whole 1

positive numbers ! I numbers
1

r _
41c :

I Multiplying
I whole numbers 1

1--

....I rational I

II Subtracting

I 1positive .

Inumbers !L ....- I

.-1

1 Subtracting *I
whole numbers

OEM 41N. ow.

---1

Adding whole 3151

1 numbers /

L I

1

nstructing an explanation for
ch procedure in an algorithm
r finding the number of members
a collection that appeals to
servations based upon physical

tuations.

Demonstrating the correspondence
procedures for naming the number
Of members in a collection as
they would be carried out by a

Machine.

Identifying, naming and
describing game rules.

Identifying, naming and
describing the "inverse"
game rule.

Identifying, naming
and describing the

"identity"
game rule.

Identifying, naming
and describing the

"reversibility"
game rule.

1

Identifying, naming
and describing the

"closure"
game rule

* Each operation in a set of numbers is represented
by a triplet of objectives as follows:

Constructing a convincing explanation
for each procedure in an algorithm

for the operation in the set of numb-

ers that appeals to observations

based upon physical situations.

Constructing an explanation for
each procedure in an algorithm
for the operation in the set of
numbers that appeals to agreed
upon rules of the "convincing
game."

Demonstrating the procedures of
an algorithm for the operation
in the set of numbers as they
would be carried out by a
machine. S.

sr,

Identifying, naming
and describing the

"arrangement"
game rule.

Identifying, naming
and describing tte

"distributive"
game rule.

Identifying, naming and
demonstrating the various
operations which can be
performed with the objects
of the game.

1

I
Identifying, naming
and describing the
"two operation"

game rule.

Identifying and naming the
collection of objects to
be used in the game.



APPENDIX D

Partial List of Resource Volumes

Banks, J. Huston) Elementary School
Mathematics) A Modern Approach for

Teachers. Boston, Mass.: Allyn and

Bacon, Inc., 1966.

2. Brumfiel, Eicholz, Shanks, OlDaffer;
Principles of Arithmetic. Reading, 13.

Mass.: .Adisn-Wesley 11Fess, 1963.

3. Crouch and Baldwin, Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers. New
WFRT John Wiley and Sons, 1964.

!. Crouch, Baldwin, and Wisner;
Preparatory Mathematics for Elemen-

tary School Teac,iers. New York:

John Wiley and Sons: 1965.

5. DeValt (ed.), Improving Mathematics

Programs. Columbus, Ohio: Merrill

Books, 1961.

6. Fehr and Hill, Contemporary Mathe-
matics for Elementary Teachers.

Boston, Mass.: D. C. Heath and
Company, 1966.

12. National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics, Instruction in

Arithmetic, 25th Yearbc'

Washington: National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics, 1963.

7. Hartung, Van Engen) Knowles, and

Gibb, Charting the Course for
Arithmetic. Chicago: Scott,,

Foresman and Co., 1960.

8. Heddens, James W., Today's Mathema-

tics: A Guide to Concepts and
Methods in Elementary School Mathe-

matics. Science Research

Associates, 1964.

9. Keedy, Mervin L., A Modern Intro-

duction to Basic Mathematics.
Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley

Press, 1963.

10. Keedy) Mervin L., Number Systems:

A Modern Introduction. Reading,

Mass.: Addison-Wesley Press, 1965.

11. Moise, E. E., Number Systems)
Measurement and Coordinates.

Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley

Press) 1966.

*-0

Ohmer, Aucoin, and Cortez,
Elementary Contemporary Mathe-

matics. New York: Blaisdell

Publishing Company, 1964.

14. Osborn, DeVault) Boyd; and Houston,

Extending Mathematics Understanding,

ColuMbus) Ohio: Merrill Books,

1961.

15. Peterson nn HP:-.tqaki Manny
of Arithmetic. New York: John

Wiley and Sons, 1960.

16. University of Maryland Mathematics

Project. Mathematics for Elemen:

tary School Teachers, Books I and

II. College Park: University of

Maryland Mathematics Project, 1964.

17.. Webber and. Brown

of Mathematics. Reading) Mass.:

Addison-Wesley Press, 1963.

Basic Concepts
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APPENDIX E

InstrucAonal Observation Data Sheet

Observer

Group

.me in

.nutes
Instructor! s

Questions
Instructorts
Responses

mmmoiv-Ammmpm.w....r..w

Instructor Lecture
and Directions

Student
Quest.

1--"-----"--------
Student
Resp.

Nothing Comment

.............

......._



Observation Sheet-2

oso444

. 4 4t ti 44. .:4111149111Pre $1"4"42.Mik"Ar1"Pift0.2r ''.b010.6114711147.1111104141101%":104 iNX '4404 14.,45. Ir

Time in InstructortslInstructor s
minutes Questions Responses

26

27

28

29

'O

Instructor Lecture
and Directions

Student Student
Quest, Resp.

31

32

33

314

36

37

38

39

4O

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

5o

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

6o

.;.


